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VIKAN BRUSHES
Nail brush 6440 Code

WHITE 8684
BLUE 10816
YELLOW 10819
RED 10817
GREEN 10818

Nail brush. Polyester stiff bristles 17 mm. Dimensions : 40x50x130 mm. The brush can be
used for cleaning hands, arms as well as small tables, small surfaces and containers.
Available in different colours.

Hand scrub brush 3892 Code
WHITE 574
BLUE 10801
YELLOW 10804
RED 10802
GREEN 10803

Hand scrub brush. Polyester stiff bristles 33 mm. Dimensions : 60x110x240 mm. Suitable
for stubborn dirt on rough surfaces (conveyor belts in fisheries, cutting blocks...).
Available in different colours.

Hand scrub brush 3587 Code
WHITE 566
BLUE 8742
YELLOW 10796
RED 10794
GREEN 10795

Hand scrub brush. Polyester medium bristles 26 mm. Dimensions : 45x50x170 mm.
General purpose, ideal for cleaning tables, bins, buckets... Available in different colours.

Hand scrub brush 3890 Code
WHITE 17964
BLUE 17965
YELLOW 17966
RED 17967
GREEN 17968

Hand scrub brush. Polyester stiff bristles 36 mm. Dimensions : 60x70x200 mm. General
purpose, ideal for cleaning large containers, tables... At one end of the brush, filaments
are even harder, which facilitates loosening more stubborn dirt and cleaning in angles.
Available in different colours.

Round hand scrub brush 3885 Code
WHITE 571
BLUE 10797
YELLOW 10800
RED 10798
GREEN 10799

Round hand scrub brush. Polyester stiff bristles 44 mm. Diameter 110 mm. Is ideal for
cleaning buckets and small containers. Available in different colours.
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Hand brush 4401 mini Code
BLUE  21260
RED 23074

Mini hand brush. Extra stiff polyester bristles 15 mm. Dimensions : 40x20x205 mm.
Suitable for cleaning in and around gaskets, rubber strips and joints on machinery as
conveyor belts. Available in different colours.

Hand brush 4194 Code
WHITE 20272
BLUE 20273
YELLOW 20274
RED 20275
GREEN 20276

Brush with short handle. Soft bristles, 53 mm, in polyester, split bristles (do not meet the
requirements of hygiene charter). Dimensions : 70x85x270 mm. For daily cleaning in
industrial areas and in collective kitchens, for cleaning very sensitive surfaces such as
glasses, stainless steel... Available in different colours.

Hand brush 4190 Code
WHITE 20231
BLUE 20232
YELLOW 20233
RED 20234
GREEN 20235

Brush with short handle. Polyester medium bristles 40 mm. Dimensions : 70x85x270 mm.
Suitable for soiled smooth surfaces, machines, tables, buckets... Available in different
colours.

Hand brush 4192 Code
WHITE 20236
BLUE 20237
YELLOW 20238
RED 20239
GREEN 20240

Brush with short handle. Polyester stiff bristles 34 mm.Dimensions : 70x85x270 mm.
Suitable for soiled smooth surfaces, machines, tables, buckets... Available in different
colours.

Hand brush 4167 Code
WHITE 11093
BLUE 11096
YELLOW 11097
RED 11094
GREEN 11095

Hand brush. Polyester soft bristles 50 mm, split filaments (do not fulfill the requirements in
the Hygiene Charter). Dimensions : 110x105x330mm.The spread angle gives a very
large contact surface as well as safety for the hand. Available in different colours.
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Hand brush 4169 Code
WHITE 11129
BLUE 11132
YELLOW 11133
RED 11130
GREEN 11131

Hand brush. Polyester stiff bristles 35 mm. Dimensions : 110x95x330 mm. The spread
angle gives a very large contact surface as well as an ability to clean grooves and cracks.
Available in different colours.

Hand brush 4186 Code
WHITE 17973
BLUE 17974
YELLOW 17975
RED 17976
GREEN 17977

Hand brush with a long handle. Polyester stiff bristles 33 mm. Dimensions : 75x71x415
mm. Suitable for cleaning machines, buckets, containers. The long handle enables the
operator to reach inside equipments some areas difficult to access. Its stiff angled bristles
enable to brush efficiently machines, buckets and containers, as well as pipes. Available
in different colours.

Hand brush 4587 Code
WHITE 20381
BLUE 20382
YELLOW 20383
RED 20385
GREEN 20386
BLACK 20384
ORANGE 21949
PURPLE 21956

Polyester soft bristles 50 mm. Dimensions : 35x110x330 mm. Suitable for removing fine
particles from tables, equipments... Available in different colours.

Hand brush 4589 Code
WHITE 20387
BLUE 20388
YELLOW 20389
RED 20391
GREEN 20392
ORANGE 20390

Polyester medium bristles 50 mm. Dimensions : 35x110x330 mm. Suitable for removing
fine or big particles from tables, equipments... Ideal for wet areas. Available in different
colours.

Hand brush 4195 Code
- 15399Narrow hand brush. Polyester stiff bristles 32 mm. Dimensions : 45x20x270 mm. This

brush is suitable for cleaning narrow places. Colour : blue.
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Hand brush 4197 Code
- 23668Ultra thin hand brush. Medium bristles 40 mm. Dimensions : 60x15x600 mm. This brush

is ideal for cleaning all the way to the end of narrow spaces. Colour : blue.

Hand brush 4510 Code
WHITE 12766
BLUE 12764
YELLOW 12767
RED 12765
GREEN 12763

Hand brush. Polyester soft bristles 50 mm. Ideal for sweeping small particles. Dimensions
: 45x65x295 mm. Available in different colours.

Hand brush 3088 Code
WHITE 582
BLUE 10820
YELLOW 10823
RED 10821
GREEN 10822

Hand brush, tough and universal. Polyester medium bristles 22 mm. Dimensions :
40x70x260 mm. To wash dishes, pots, pans...Available in different colours.

Dish brush 4237 Code
WHITE 11088
BLUE 11091
YELLOW 11092
RED 11089
GREEN 11090

Dish brush. Polyester medium bristles 23 mm. Dimensions : 55x60x280 mm. Suitable for
dish washing, cleaning of machines and equipments... Available in different colours.

Dish brush 4287 Code
- 9507Dish brush : polyester medium bristles. Dimensions : 255x24x33 mm. Colour : blue.
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Grill brush 4288 Code
- 21680Grill brush. For cleaning machines, heat sealers and grills while still warm (up to 230°C

maximum). Polypropylene frame, peek stiff bristles 25 mm. Dimensions H.65  x L.290 x
w.30 mm. Colour : white.

Pipe brush with handle 5381 90 Code
- 21944Cylindrical brush with handle. Medium bristles 32 mm, stiff on the ends. Dimensions :

total length 430 x diameter 90 mm. To remove dirt/food contaminants in pipes and
machines. Colour : blue.

Tube cleaner 5380 50 Code
- 11127Tube cleaner. Polyester stiff bristles 10 mm. Dimensions : Diameter 50x140 mm.

Effective cleaning for every types of tubes e.g. fisheries sorting machines, meat mincers...
Colour : blue.

Tube cleaner 5380 63 Code
WHITE 11104
BLUE 11107
YELLOW 11108
RED 11105
GREEN 11106

Tube cleaner. Polyester stiff bristles 11 mm. Dimensions : Diameter 63x150 mm.
Effective cleaning for every types of tubes e.g. fisheries sorting machines, meat
mincers...Available in different colours.

Tube cleaner 5380 77 Code
WHITE 11109
BLUE 11112
YELLOW 11113
RED 11110
GREEN 11111

Tube cleaner. Polyester stiff bristles 24 mm. Dimensions : Diameter 77x155 mm.
Effective cleaning for every types of tubes e.g. fisheries sorting machines, meat
mincers...Available in different colours.
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Tube cleaner 5380 90 Code
WHITE 11114
BLUE 11117
RED 11115
GREEN 11116

Tube cleaner. Polyester stiff bristles 30 mm. Dimensions : Diameter 90x160 mm.
Effective cleaning for every types of tubes e.g. fisheries sorting machines, meat
mincers...Available in different colours.

Tube cleaner 5380 103 Code
WHITE 11119
BLUE 11122
YELLOW 11123
RED 11120
GREEN 11121

Tube cleaner. Polyester stiff bristles 37 mm. Dimensions : Diameter 103x170 mm.
Effective cleaning for every types of tubes e.g. fisheries sorting machines, meat
mincers...Available in different colours.

Cylinder head brush 7035 Code
WHITE 8779
BLUE 10856
YELLOW 10859
RED 10857
GREEN 10858

Cylinder head brush. Polyester medium bristles 33 mm. Diameter 135x120 mm. Excellent
for cleaning tanks and containers. Suitable for cleaning narrow places. Available in
different colours.

Bulk tank brush 7037 Code
WHITE 10860
BLUE 596
YELLOW 10863
RED 10861
GREEN 10862

Bulk tank brush. Polyester stiff bristles 40 mm. Dimensions : 100x130x205 mm. Ideal for
cleaning tanks and containers e.g. in dairies and wineries. Also suitable for cleaning
inside tankers as well as floors. Available in different colours.

Bulk tank brush 7039 Code
WHITE 10864
BLUE 6954
YELLOW 10867
RED 10865
GREEN 10866

Bulk tank brush. Polyester medium bristles 40 mm. Dimensions : 100x130x205 mm. Ideal
for cleaning tanks and containers e.g. in dairies and wineries. Also suitable for cleaning
inside tankers as well as floors. Available in different colours.
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Drain Cleaning Brush 5361 Code
- 23647Drain cleaning brush, perfect for cleaning gullies and drains with limited access.

Dimensions : 275 x 96 x 60 mm. Colour : black.

Brush 5371 Code
- 10183Blue cylinder brush, flexible head and adjustable angle. Ideal for cleaning surfaces of

different shapes and sizes. Polyester soft bristles 55 mm. Dimensions : 530x230x170
mm. Fits on a screw-threaded handle ref. Vikan 2975 or 2977.

Brush 5374 Code
- 11066Cylinder blue brush, flexible head and adjustable angle. Ideal for cleaning surfaces of

different shapes and sizes. Polyester medium bristles 25 mm. Dimensions : 510x190x120
mm. Fits on a screw-threaded handle ref. Vikan 2975 or 2977.

Waterfed hand brush 7057 Code
WHITE 23663
BLUE 23664

Waterfed hand brush. 25 mm hard polyester fibers. Dimensions: L.330 x l.48 x H.75 mm.
Suitable for boots cleaning, and for all cleaning operations requiring .water during
cleaning. Supplied with 2 couplings - dimension 1/2 (compatible with the Vikan/Nito and
Gardena/Hozelock systems). Exists in white or blue color

Universal adapter Code
- 8167Female adapter, nickel-plated brass body. Bore : 12 mm. Maximum working pressure : 20

bars. Fits the waterfed hand brush ref. 7057.
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Brush for meat mincer 4184 Code
- 641Brush for meat mincer. Polyester medium bristles 40 mm. Dimensions : 60x11x500 mm.

Suitable for cleaning slicing machines or quick cutters as well as other machines where it
is necessary to protect your hand during cleaning.
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VIKAN BROOMS
Broom 2914 Code

WHITE 11067
BLUE 11070
YELLOW 11071
RED 11068
GREEN 11069

Broom, angle cut. Polyester stiff bristles 170 mm. Dimensions : 290x40x270 mm. Ideal for
floor cleaning in narrow spaces. Available in different colours.

Broom 3105 Code
- 23377Beveled broom.  medium bristles. Dimensions : Dimensions : 260x150x180 mm.

Particularly suitable for use in combination with the handle 2933 (Bobet code 23378) and
the upright dustpan (Bobet code 23376). Color: blue

Lobby broom 3104 Code
WHITE 11099
BLUE 11102
YELLOW 11103
RED 11100
GREEN 11101

Lobby broom. Polyester soft and stiff bristles 75 mm. Dimensions : 175x35x260 mm.
Ideal for floor cleaning in narrow spaces. Suitable for cleaning the gulleys in
slaughterhouses and for sweeping in damp or dry areas. Available in different colours.

Broom 3174 Code
WHITE 11504
BLUE 11506
YELLOW 11508
RED 11507
GREEN 11505
BLACK 17630
MAUVE 20996
ORANGE 23642

Polyester stiff/soft bristles 58 mm. Dimensions : 120x90x410 mm. Combination : the front
stiff filaments loosen stubborn particles and the soft rear filaments have the sweeping
ability. Available in different colours.

Broom 3178 Code
WHITE 10852
BLUE 6892
YELLOW 10855
RED 10853
GREEN 10854

Polypropylene soft bristles 58 mm, split filaments (do not fulfill the requirements in the
Hygiene Charter). Dimensions : 130x65x410 mm. Suitable for bakeries as a flour broom
as well as in chocolate powder factories. Must only be used in dry areas. Available in
different colours.
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Broom 3179 Code
WHITE 11835
BLUE 11837
YELLOW 11839
RED 11838
GREEN 11836
ORANGE 17298

Polyester soft bristles 60 mm. Dimensions : 130x65x410 mm. Excellent for sweeping in
restaurants, kitchens, lobbies... Available in different colours.

Broom 3199 Code
WHITE 11515
BLUE 11517
YELLOW 11519
RED 11518
GREEN 11516
BLACK 21895
ORANGE 23215

Polyester soft bristles 57 mm. Dimensions : 125x65x610 mm. Ideal for sweeping in
restaurants, kitchens, lobbies... Available in different colours.

Broom 3194 Code
WHITE 11855
BLUE 11857
YELLOW 11859
RED 11858
GREEN 11856
BLACK 23643

Polyester medium/soft bristles 60 mm. Dimensions : 125x70x610 mm. Combination : the
front medium filaments loosen stubborn particles and the soft rear filaments have the
sweeping ability. Available in different colours.

Floor broom 7041 Code
WHITE 587
BLUE 10868
YELLOW 10871
RED 10869
GREEN 10870

Waterfed deck scrub. Polyester stiff bristles 25 mm. Dimensions : 95x75x270 mm.
Suitable for all areas. Excellent for heavily soiled areas. Available in different colours.

Floor broom 7043 Code
WHITE 6725
BLUE 10872
YELLOW 10875
RED 10873
GREEN 10874

Waterfed deck scrub. Polyester medium bristles 33 mm. Dimensions : 100x75x270 mm.
Suitable for all areas. Excellent for heavily soiled areas. Available in different colours.
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Deck scrub 7060 Code
WHITE 5888
BLUE 10884
YELLOW 10887
RED 10885
GREEN 10886
BLACK 11612
ORANGE 23371
PURPLE 21958

Deck scrub. Polyester stiff bristles 45 mm. Dimensions : 110x85x305 mm. Very effective
scrubber for floors. Suitable for floors with smaller joints. Available in different colours.

Deck scrub 7066 Code
WHITE 25086
BLUE 25087
YELLOW 25088
RED 25089
GREEN 25090

Deck scrub. Soft split bristles 58 mm. Dimensions : 125x85x300 mm. For dry and small
areas. Available in different colours.

Deck scrub 7062 Code
WHITE 593
BLUE 10892
YELLOW 10895
RED 10893
GREEN 10894

Wide deck scrub. Polyester stiff bristles 43 mm. Dimensions : 115x80x470 mm. Very
effective scrubber for floors. Suitable for floors with smaller joints. Available in different
colours.

Straight broom 3166 Code
WHITE 15846
BLUE 15847
YELLOW 15848
RED 15849
GREEN 15850

Broom with vertical thread. Polyester medium bristles 78 mm. Dimensions : 140x60x310
mm. Ideal for food industries. Suitable for sweeping fine particules (e.g. flour). Available in
different colours.

Yard broom 2915 Code
WHITE 589
BLUE 10900
YELLOW 10903
RED 10901
GREEN 10902

Very tough broom for external areas. Polyester stiff bristles 109 mm. Dimensions :
170x100x330 mm. Ideal for use in food industries, for sweeping large particles. Suitable
for wet areas. Available in different colours.
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Yard broom 2920 Code
WHITE 590
BLUE 10904
YELLOW 10907
RED 10905
GREEN 10906
BLACK 23644

Very tough broom for external areas. Polyester stiff bristles 109 mm. Dimensions :
175x90x530 mm. Ideal for use in food industries, for sweeping large particles. Suitable for
wet areas. Available in different colours.

Crevice scrub 7040 Code
WHITE 21623
BLUE 21624

Crevice scrub. Extra-stiff bristles 40 mm. Dimensions : 225x35x90 mm. Suitable for
cleaning difficult to reach areas under and between equipment. Available in different
colours.

Waterfed broom 7067 Code
WHITE 11052
BLUE 11055
YELLOW 11056
RED 11053
GREEN 11054

Waterfed angle adjustable brush. Polyester soft bristles 44 mm, split filaments (do not
fulfill the requirements in the Hygiene Charter). Dimensions : 147x70x190 mm. Is
adjustable in 4 angles insuring an ergonomically correct working posture. Available in
different colours.

High-Lo brush 7047 Code
WHITE 5093
BLUE 5096
YELLOW 5100
RED 5099
GREEN 5094
BLACK 23216
ORANGE 23217

High-Lo brush. Polyester medium bristles 45 mm. Dimensions : 110x145x245 mm. The
angle of the thread makes cleaning under machines and equipment easier... and is
particularly suitable for cleaning walls and corners. Available in different colours.
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VIKAN SQUEEGEES AND SCRAPERS
One-piece squeegee 7140 Code

WHITE 20736
BLUE 20737
YELLOW 20738
RED 20739
GREEN 20740
BLACK 23374

One-piece polypropylene squeegee, reinforced, with coloured rubber. Dimensions : H.90
x W.80 x L.400 mm. The very flexible rubber edge of this ultra-hygienic one-blade
squeegee ensures a perfect cleaning of floors and other surfaces.  The angled blade
allows the squeegee to remove water from corners and other difficult to reach areas.
Available in different colours.

One-piece squeegee 7150 Code
WHITE 20741
BLUE 20742
YELLOW 20743
RED 20744
GREEN 20745

One-piece polypropylene squeegee, reinforced, with coloured rubber. Dimensions : H.85
x W.75 x L.500 mm. The very flexible rubber edge of this ultra-hygienic one-blade
squeegee ensures a perfect cleaning of floors and other surfaces.  The angled blade
allows the squeegee to remove water from corners and other difficult to reach areas.
Available in different colours.

One-piece squeegee 7160 Code
WHITE 20746
BLUE 20747
YELLOW 20748
RED 20749
GREEN 20750
BLACK 21482
ORANGE 21483
PURPLE 23375

One-piece polypropylene squeegee, reinforced, with coloured rubber. Dimensions : H.95
x W.80 x L.600 mm. The very flexible rubber edge of this ultra-hygienic one-blade
squeegee ensures a perfect cleaning of floors and other surfaces.  The angled blade
allows the squeegee to remove water from corners and other difficult to reach areas.
Available in different colours.

One-piece squeegee 7170 Code
WHITE 20751
BLUE 20752
YELLOW 20753
RED 20754
GREEN 20755

One-piece polypropylene squeegee, reinforced, with coloured rubber. Dimensions : H.85
x W.70 x L.700 mm. The very flexible rubber edge of this ultra-hygienic one-blade
squeegee ensures a perfect cleaning of floors and other surfaces.  The angled blade
allows the squeegee to remove water from corners and other difficult to reach areas.
Available in different colours.
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Squeegee 7752 Code
WHITE 15618
BLUE 15620
YELLOW 15622
RED 15621
GREEN 15619

Polypropylene and black rubber squeegee. Dimensions : 105x45x400 mm. Suitable for
cleaning a high quantity of waste/dirt on wet and smooth floors. Available in different
colours.

Squeegee 7753 Code
WHITE 15623
BLUE 15625
YELLOW 15627
BLACK 15628
RED 15626
GREEN 15624

Polypropylene and black rubber squeegee. Dimensions : 105x45x500 mm. Suitable for
cleaning a high quantity of waste/dirt on wet and smooth floors. Available in different
colours.

Squeegee 7754 Code
WHITE 15632
BLUE 15630
YELLOW 15633
RED 15631
GREEN 15629
BLACK 23212
ORANGE 23213

Polypropylene and black rubber squeegee. Dimensions : 105x45x600 mm. Suitable for
cleaning a high quantity of waste/dirt on wet and smooth floors. Available in different
colours.

Squeegee 7755 Code
WHITE 15637
BLUE 15635
YELLOW 15638
RED 15636
GREEN 15634

Polypropylene and black rubber squeegee. Dimensions : 105x45x700 mm. Suitable for
cleaning a high quantity of waste/dirt on wet and smooth floors. Available in different
colours.

Refill for squeegee VIKAN Code
40CM 15609
50CM 15610
60CM  15611
70CM  15612

Black refill for Vikan classic and revolving squeegees (Series 7750 and 7760).
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Double blade squeegee Code
40CM BLUE 20560
60CM WHITE 17679
60CM BLUE 17680
60CM YELLOW 17683
60CM ORANGE 17681
60CM RED 17682
60CM GREEN 17775
70CM WHITE 20564
70CM BLUE 20565
70CM YELLOW 20566
70CM RED 20567
70CM GREEN 20568

Polypropylene and coloured rubber squeegee. Available in 3 different dimensions : 400,
600 and 700 mm. Ideal for rough and irregular floors. Adapted for cleaning a high quantity
of waste/dirt. Available in different colours.

Double blade squeegee refill Code
40 WHITE 20569
40 BLUE 20570
60 WHITE 17685
60 BLUE 17786
60 ORANGE 17787
60 RED 17788
70 WHITE 20574
70 BLUE 20575

Double blade squeegee refill, coloured rubber blade. Available in 3 different dimensions :
400, 600 and 700 mm.

Revolving squeegee 7764 Code
WHITE 23181
BLUE 23182
RED 23183
GREEN 23184

Squeegee with revolving blade in polypropylene and white rubber. Dimensions :
100x75x600 mm. Revolving version enabling to easily scrape around tables and
equipment feet. Enables to efficiently scrape a high quantity of liquids and debris on
smooth and wet floors. Available in different colours.

Condensation squeegee Code
SQUEEGEE 17578
BOTTLE 0.5L 17579

Blue polypropylene and TPE condensation squeegee. Length : 400 mm. Allows to
remove condensation from ceilings and pipes. Can be safely used during production. Can
be fixed on a telescopic waterfed handle (code 11814). The water can be recovered in a
bottle (code 17579).

Table squeegee 7125 Code
WHITE 20731
BLUE 20732
YELLOW 20733
RED 20734
GREEN 20735

One-piece polypropylene squeegee, reinforced, with coloured rubber. Dimensions : H.104
x W.50 x L.245 mm. The very flexible rubber edge of this ultra-hygienic one-blade
squeegee ensures a perfect cleaning of tables and other surfaces, letting them clean and
dry. Available in different colours.
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Hand scraper 4051 Code
RED 23214
BLUE 23075

Polypropylene hand scraper. Flexible blade, three-sided scraping edge. Dimensions :
165x92 mm. Available in different colours.

Hand scraper 4060 - 75 mm Code
WHITE 17048
BLUE 17050
YELLOW 17049
RED 17047
GREEN 17051

Non-stick polypropylene hand scraper. Dimensions : 210x18x75 mm. Available in
different colours.

Hand scraper 4061 - 100 mm Code
WHITE 15938
BLUE 15939
YELLOW 15940
RED 15941
GREEN 15942

Non-stick polypropylene hand scraper. Dimensions : 210x18x100 mm. Available in
different colours.

Hand scraper 4009 Code
WHITE 21814
BLUE 21815
YELLOW 21816
RED 21817
GREEN 21818

Hand scraper, in stainless steel, polypropylene handle. Suitable for cleaning hotplates,
frying pans... Dimensions : 235x22x100 mm. Available in different colours.

Scraper 2911 Code
- 23648Stainless steel scraper, polypropylene handle. Ideal for cleaning all kind of surfaces

where extra force is needed to loosen dirt.  Rounded edges and flexible steel blade to
protect surfaces from scratching. Dimensions : 175x40x260 mm. Colour : blue.
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Scraper 2910 Code
WHITE 11045
BLUE 21779
RED 21957

Stainless steel scraper, polypropylene handle. Ideal to remove stubborn debris from floor
and other surfaces. Dimensions : 175x33x260 mm. Available in different colours.

Scraper 2912 Code
- 11044White nylon flexible scraper. Ideal to remove stubborn debris on floors and other

surfaces. Dimensions : 235x33x270 mm.

Push-Pull hand scraper 5900 Code
- 23600Push-Pull hand scraper, in polyamide, Works with all Vikan threaded handles. To move,

spread, mix or remove ingredients. Dimensions : 270x5x128 mm. Colour : blue

Paddle scraper blade 7011 Code
- 2093White nylon paddle scraper blade. Flexible blade making cleaning of curved surfaces

easier. Suitable for emptying containers and pots. Dimensions : 220x33x115 mm. Can be
used with any Vikan handle.

Paddle scraper blade 7013 Code
WHITE 220mm 11144
BLUE 220mm 23520
RED 220mm 23521

Polyethylene paddle scraper blade. Flexible blade making cleaning of curved surfaces
easier. Suitable for emptying containers and pots. Dimensions : 220x33x115 mm. Can be
used with any Vikan handle. Available in differents colours
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Window squeegee 35 cm + adapter Code
- 21312Window squeegee with polypropylene adapter. Galvanized steel support, synthetic

rubber blade. Length : 355 mm. Compatible with the telescopic handles ref. Vikan 2975
(code Bobet 6992, 11866 to 11869).

Window mop 35 cm Code
SUPPORT 17991
REFILL 17992

Window mop. Aluminum support, unscrewed plastic handle. Length : 350 mm. Window
mop refill sold separately (code 17992).
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VIKAN HANDLES
Handle 2934 Code

WHITE 10689
BLUE 10982
YELLOW 10985
RED 10983
GREEN 10984

Polypropylene mini handle. Dimensions : Diameter 32x165 mm. Can be used with tube
cleaners for cleaning machines or squeegees for cleaning tables. Available in different
colours.

Handle 2981 Code
WHITE 8586
BLUE 11064
YELLOW 11065
RED 11062
GREEN 11063

Small ergonomic aluminum handle. Dimensions : Diameter 31x650 mm. Rounded top
and hanger. Available in different colours.

Handle 2933 Code
- 23378Ergonomic aluminum handle. Dimensions: diameter 25 x 1050 mm. Rounded top handle

and hanging ring. Color : blue

Handle 2935 Code
WHITE 10978
BLUE 649
YELLOW 10981
RED 10979
GREEN 10980
ORANGE 17297

Ergonomic aluminum handle. Dimensions : Diameter 31x1310 mm. Rounded top and
expanded hanger to make it more hygienic. Available in different colours.

Handle 2937 Code
WHITE 11606
BLUE 11608
YELLOW 11610
RED 11609
GREEN 11607
BLACK 11611
PURPLE 21778
ORANGE 23211

Ergonomic aluminum handle. Dimensions : Diameter 31x1510 mm. Rounded top and
expanded hanger to make it more hygienic. Available in different colours.
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Handle 2960 Code
WHITE 20863
BLUE 20864
YELLOW 20865
RED 20866
GREEN 20867

Ultra-hygienic polypropylene handle. Dimensions : diameter 34 x 1300 mm. Rounded top
and expanded hanger to make it more hygienic. Available in different colours.

Handle 2962 Code
WHITE 20868
BLUE 20869
YELLOW 20870
RED 20871
GREEN 20872
BLACK 21470
ORANGE 21777
PURPLE 21947
PINK 23435

Ultra-hygienic polypropylene handle. Dimensions : diameter 34 x 1500 mm. Rounded top
and expanded hanger to make it more hygienic. Available in different colours.

Handle 2939 Code
WHITE 11927
BLUE 11929
YELLOW 11931
RED 11930
GREEN 11928

Ergonomic stainless steel handle. Dimensions : Diameter 42x1500 mm. Suitable for use
in places where aluminum or fiberglass are excluded. Rounded top and expanded hanger
to make it more hygienic. Available in different colours.

Waterfed handle 2991 Code
- 650Ergonomic aluminum handle, waterfed, with hose coupling. Dimensions : Diameter

31x1600 mm. Maximum pressure 6 bars and 50°C. Colour : white.
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Telescopic handle 2925 Code
- 11711Telescopic aluminum handle. Dimensions : Diameter 35x1300-1800 mm. Universal

handle, which can be adjusted to the height of the user. It improves the working position
of the user and reduces the risk of back problems.

Telescopic handle 2975 Code
WHITE 6992
BLUE 11867
YELLOW 11869
RED 11868
GREEN 11866

Telescopic aluminum handle. Dimensions : Diameter 32x1575-2780 mm. Available in
different colours.

Telescopic handle 2977 Code
- 11087Telescopic fiberglass handle, lightweight material making the use of the handle easier.

Dimensions : Diameter 34x1880-6000 mm.

Telescopic handle 2973Q Code
WHITE 11812
BLUE 11814
YELLOW 11816
RED 11815
GREEN 11813

Telescopic aluminum handle, waterfed, with quick hose coupling. Dimensions : Diameter
32x1600-2780 mm. Maximum pressure 6 bars and 50°C. Available in different colours.
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VIKAN TUBE CLEANERS
Tube brush 5360 Code

BLUE 11644
RED 23119

Tube brush for draining. Polyester medium bristles 5 mm. Stainless steel wire.
Dimensions : Diameter 15x310 mm. Ideal to clean holes in drains. Available in different
colours.

Tube brush 5375 Code
WHITE 11701
BLUE 11703
YELLOW 11705
RED 11704
GREEN 11702

Tube brush suitable for cleaning bottles and tubes. Polyester stiff bristles 3 mm.
Dimensions : Diameter 10x500 mm. Available in different colours.

Tube brush 5376 Code
WHITE 9516
BLUE 10956
YELLOW 10959
RED 10957
GREEN 10958

Tube brush suitable for cleaning bottles and tubes. Polyester medium bristles 9 mm.
Dimensions : Diameter 20x500 mm. Available in different colours.

Tube brush 5378 Code
WHITE 11072
BLUE 11075
YELLOW 11076
RED 11073
GREEN 11074

Tube brush suitable for cleaning bottles and tubes. Polyester stiff bristles 17 mm.
Dimensions : Diameter 40x500 mm. Available in different colours.

Tube brush 5379 Code
WHITE 15879
BLUE 15883
YELLOW 15884
RED 15882
GREEN 15881

Tube brush suitable for cleaning bottles and tubes. Polyester medium bristles 23 mm.
Dimensions : Diameter 50x500 mm. Available in different colours.
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Tube brush 5370 Code
WHITE 612
BLUE 9515
YELLOW 10955
RED 10953
GREEN 10954

Tube brush suitable for cleaning bottles and tubes. Polyester soft bristles 37 mm.
Dimensions : Diameter 60x500 mm. Available in different colours.

Tube brush 5354 Code
WHITE 11077
BLUE 11080
YELLOW 11081
RED 11078
GREEN 11079

Tube brush for flexible rod. Polyester stiff bristles 5 mm. Dimensions : Diameter 12x190
mm. Suitable for cleaning in dairies, wineries and fisheries. Available in different colours.

Tube brush 5356 Code
WHITE 11082
BLUE 11085
YELLOW 11086
RED 11083
GREEN 11084

Tube brush for flexible rod. Polyester medium bristles 28 mm. Dimensions : Diameter
60x200 mm. Suitable for cleaning in dairies, wineries and fisheries. Available in different
colours.

Flexible rod 5351 Code
- 11098Stainless steel flexible rod. Dimensions : Diameter 5x750 mm. For cleaning inside long

curved pipes, tubes. The thread fits only the tube brushes ref. Vikan 5354 and 5356.

White brush kit Code
- 23210Assortment of brushes in various diameters. Widely used in cleaning machines and small

parts. Colour : white.
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VIKAN SHOVELS AND FORKS
Shovel 5623 Code

WHITE 17057
BLUE 17055
YELLOW 17059
RED 17056
GREEN 17058

One-piece polypropylene shovel. Short handle and large blade. Specially designed for
foodstuffs handling in tanks, on production lines... Dimensions : 1035x140x346 mm.
Available in different colours.

Shovel 5625 Code
WHITE 17569
BLUE 17670
RED 17671
GREEN 17672

One-piece polypropylene shovel. Short handle and standard blade. Specially designed
for foodstuffs handling in tanks, on production lines... Dimensions : 1040x50x270 mm.
Available in different colours.

Shovel 5600 Code
WHITE 2077
BLUE 12644
YELLOW 12645
RED 12489
GREEN 12643

Polypropylene shovel. Angled short handle, large blade. Shock resistant. Stable,
convenient and ergonomic when working from the floor. Dimensions : 1150x90x340 mm.
Available in different colours.

Shovel 5611 Code
WHITE 11696
BLUE 11698
YELLOW 11700
RED 11699
GREEN 11697

Polypropylene shovel. Angled long handle, narrow blade. Shock resistant. Stable,
convenient and ergonomic when working from the floor. Dimensions : 1300x75x270 mm.
Available in different colours.

Shovel 5601 Code
WHITE 11663
BLUE 11665
YELLOW 11667
RED 11666
GREEN 11664
BLACK 23221

Polypropylene shovel. Angled long handle, large blade. Shock resistant. Stable,
convenient and ergonomic when working from the floor. Dimensions : 1300x90x340 mm.
Available in different colours.
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Shovel with drain holes 5603 Code
- 6423White polypropylene shovel with drain holes. Angled short handle, large blade. The holes

enable the skimming of water/liquid from foodstuffs. Dimensions : 1150x90x340 mm.

Upright dustpan 5662 Code
- 23376Upright dustpan , in polypropylene and anodized aluminum. Dimensions : L.330 x W.200

x H.88 mm. Colour : blue.

Hand shovel small model Code
WHITE 17548
BLUE 17549
YELLOW 17550
RED 17551
GREEN 17552

Hand shovel small model, polypropylene. Dimensions : 545x330x270 mm. Available in
different colours.

Dustpan 5660 Code
WHITE 11134
BLUE 11137
YELLOW 11138
RED 11135
GREEN 11136
BLACK 10158
ORANGE 17678
PURPLE 23220

Polypropylene dustpan, fitting closely to the swept surface. Dimensions : 330x100x295
mm. Available in different colours.

Hand scoop 5681 Code
- 23251Hand scoop, in polypropylene. Capacity : 1 liter. Excellent hand scoop with a measuring

scale inside. Ideal for kitchens, dairies and other sectors handling liquids. Dimensions :
H.95 x L.295 x W.155 mm. Colour : blue.
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Round hand scoop 5682 Code
WHITE 11046
BLUE 11047
RED 11048
YELLOW 11049
GREEN 11050

Round hand scoop, polypropylene. Capacity : 2 liters. Excellent hand scoop with inside
scales. Ideal for kitchens, dairies and other areas handling liquids. Dimensions : H.115 x
L.330 x W.195 mm. Available in different colours.

Ergonomic hand scoop 5671 Code
- 23518Ingredients scoop with an ergonomic design, in polypropylene. Capacity : 2 liters.

Dimensions : L.270 x W.150 x H.145 mm. Colour : blue

Hand scoop PP 0,5 liter Code
WHITE 21261
BLUE 21262
YELLOW 21263
RED 21264
GREEN 21265

Polypropylene hand scoop. Capacity : 0,5 liter. Tough hand scoop with scraping edge.
Polyvalent hand scoop. Widely used for handling of foodstuffs, spices.. Dimensions : H.
85 x L. 310 x w. 100 mm. Available in different colours.

Hand scoop PP 1 liter Code
WHITE 20521
BLUE 20522
YELLOW 20523
RED 20524
GREEN 20525
ORANGE 23218
PINK 23219

Polypropylene hand scoop. Capacity : 1 liter. Tough hand scoop with scraping edge.
Excellent polyvalent hand scoop. Widely used for handling ingredients, spices....
Dimensions : H.112 x L.320 x W.118 mm. Available in different colours.

Hand scoop PP 2 liters Code
WHITE 11706
BLUE 11708
YELLOW 11710
RED 11709
GREEN 11707

Polypropylene hand scoop. Capacity : 2 liters. Tough hand scoop with scraping edge.
Excellent polyvalent hand scoop. Widely used for handling ingredients, spices....
Dimensions : H.125 x L.370 x W.157 mm. Available in different colours.
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Fork 5690 Code
- 6266White polypropylene hygienic fork. Dimensions : 1270x120x270 mm. Suitable in the wine

industry or in the food industry.

Rake 5691 Code
- 6408White polypropylene hygienic rake. Dimensions : 156x200x200 mm. Suitable in the wine

industry or in the food industry.
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VIKAN UST RANGE
Hand brush UST 4179 Code

BLUE 21233
RED 23373

Hand brush with short handle, Ultra Safe Technology. Stiff polyester  bristles 37 mm.
Dimensions : 100x70x260 mm. Suitable for cleaning conveyor belts, production lines,
machinery and food preparation surfaces in high risk areas. Available in different colours.

Hand brush UST 4196 Code
- 21238Hand brush with long handle, Ultra Safe Technology. Stiff polyester bristles  37 mm.

Dimensions : 140x70x395 mm. Suitable for cleaning machines, buckets, containers and
tubs in high risk areas. Colour: blue

Hand brush UST 4581 Code
WHITE 23069
BLUE 21243
YELLOW 23646
RED 23071
GREEN 23072
ORANGE 23070

Hand brush, Ultra Safe Technology. Soft polyester bristles 57 mm. Dimensions :
135x35x330 mm. Suitable for sweeping fine dry particles from conveyor belts, food
preparation surfaces, tables and equipment in high risk areas. Available in different
colours.

Hand brush UST 4585 Code
BLUE 21248
ORANGE 21249
RED 21250
GREEN 22870

Hand brush, Ultra Safe Technology. Medium polyester bristles 57 mm. Dimensions :
135x35x330 mm. Suitable for sweeping fine dry particles from conveyor belts, food
preparation surfaces, tables and equipment in high risk areas. Available in different
colours.
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Broom UST 3171 Code
- 21223Broom, Ultra Safe Technology. Soft polyester bristles  54 mm. Dimensions : 95x50x400

mm. Suitable for sweeping dry particles in high risk areas. Colour : blue

Broom UST 3173 Code
- 21228Broom, Ultra Safe Technology. Medium polyester bristles  54 mm. Dimensions :

95x50x400 mm. Suitable for sweeping in dry or wet high risk areas. Colour : blue

Deck scrub UST 7064 Code
BLUE 21253
RED 23372
GREEN 23645

Deck scrub, Ultra Safe Technology. Stiff polyester bristles 37 mm. Dimensions :
75x50x400 mm. Designed to be very effective in scrubbing stubborn dirt on both textured
and smooth surfaces in high risk areas. Available in different colours.
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VIKAN VTS RANGE
Hand brush 524652 Code

- 5792VTS hand brush with handle. Polyester soft bristles 40 mm. Dimensions : 320x110x95
mm.Very pleasant to use thanks to its ergonomic design. It also insures a maximun
efficiency on all surfaces for a dry or wet cleaning.

General purpose brush 525252 Code
- 11688VTS hand brush. Red/green polyester soft bristles 45 mm. Rubber edge. Dimensions :

320x125x70 mm. Ideal for cleaning aluminum wheel rims. Multi-purpose brush.

Brush 525352 Code
- 11141VTS brush/rim cleaner. Red/green polyester stiff bristles 40 mm. Dimensions :

325x65x170 mm. Ideal to remove stubborn dirt from aluminum wheel rims.

Broom 311552 Code
- 11051VTS broom. Red/green PVC stiff bristles 65 mm. Dimensions : 150x80x440 mm.

Particularly suitable for sweeping up wet and oily waste.

Broom 311752 Code
- 11143VTS broom. Red/green PVC stiff bristles 65 mm. Dimensions : 145x70x670 mm.

Particularly suitable for sweeping wet and oily waste.
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Car brush 526852 Code
- 11035VTS waterfed adjustable head brush. Red/green polyester soft bristles 50 mm.

Dimensions : 150x100x240 mm. Typically used when cleaning with a bucket.

Car brush 475552 Code
- 5776VTS waterfed car brush. Red/green polyester soft bristles 50 mm. Rubber edge to reduce

the risk of scratching the surface being washed. Dimensions : 135x100x260 mm.

Hilo brush 524752 Code
- 12609VTS waterfed Hi/low brush. Red/green polyester soft bristles 46 mm. Rubber edge.

Dimensions : 150x90x280 mm. The angled shape of the brush keeps the filaments in
constant contact with surfaces (even during a high washing)and so is more efficient.

Squeegee car windows 707852 Code
- 5798VTS squeegee. Dimensions : 50x220x350 mm. Particularly effective in removing water

and lime stains from car paintwork. The soft green rubber is gentle on car paintwork and
windows.

Floor scraper 708869 Code
- 11690VTS floor scraper. Dimensions : 115x90x600 mm. With black cellular rubber, very

efficient to scrape off water and oil.
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Handle 293752 Code
- 11139VTS ergonomic aluminum handle with insulated grip area. Dimensions : Diameter

34x1500 mm. Colours : black and red.

Telescopic handle 297552 Code
- 11140VTS ergonomic telescopic aluminum handle with an insulated handgrip. Dimensions :

Diameter 32x1570-2780 mm. Colours : black and red.
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HILL BRUSH BRUSHES
Nail brush NA10 Code

WHITE 10527
BLUE 10246
YELLOW 10247
RED 10248
GREEN 10249

Grippy nail brush. Polyester medium bristles 18 mm. Length 100 mm. Available in
different colours.

Resin nail brush NA4 Code
- 17605Resin range : this new method of fixing insures perfect hygiene. No retention thanks to

moulding of tufts in resin. Polyester stiff bristles 17 mm. Length : 120 mm. Colour : blue.

Brush ST8 Code
BLUE 11590
YELLOW 11592
RED 11591
GREEN 11589

Grippy scrub. Polyester stiff bristles 30 mm. Length 170 mm. Available in different
colours.

Resin hand scrub brush ST5 Code
- 17604Resin range : this new method of fixing insures perfect hygiene. No retention thanks to

moulding of tufts in resin. Double winger scrub brush. Polyester stiff bristles 27/35 mm.
Length : 209 mm. Colour : blue.
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Resin handled brush D4 Code
- 17602Resin range : this new method of fixing insures perfect hygiene. No retention thanks to

moulding of tufts in resin. Short handled brush. Polyester stiff bristles 44 mm. Length :
254 mm. Colour : blue.

Washing brush D10 Code
WHITE 10530
BLUE 10325
YELLOW 10326
RED 10327
GREEN 10328

Long handled washing brush. Polyester soft bristles 40 mm. Length 406 mm. Available in
different colours.

Resin hand brush B861 Code
- 17600Resin range : this new method of fixing insures perfect hygiene. No retention thanks to

moulding of tufts in resin. Polyester soft bristles 57 mm. Length : 317 mm. Colour : blue.

Hand brush B862 Code
BLUE 10273
YELLOW 10274
RED 10275
GREEN 10276

Polyester stiff bristles 57 mm. Length 317 mm. Available in different colours.
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Resin bulk tank brush D77 Code
- 17606Resin range : this new method of fixing insures perfect hygiene. No retention thanks to

moulding of tufts in resin. Bulk tank brush. Polyester stiff bristles 41 mm. Length : 216
mm. Colour : blue.

Brush for meat mincer B1423 Code
- 10384Guarded machine brush. Polyester medium bristles 60 mm. Length 550 mm. Available in

different colours.

Brush B1240 Code
- 11416Stainless steel (type 316) thin brush. Abrasive bristles 14 mm. Dimensions: 180x10 mm.

Brush WS6S Code
- 10259Stainless steel (type 316) scratch brush. Abrasive bristles 30 mm. Length 276 mm.
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HILL BRUSH BROOMS
Broom B849 Code

BLUE  10313
YELLOW 10314
RED  10315
GREEN  10316

Flat broom. Polyester soft bristles 57 mm. Dimensions : 300x75 mm. Available in different
colours.

Broom B1082 Code
WHITE 11576
BLUE 11578
YELLOW 11580
RED 11579
GREEN 11577

Flat broom. Polyester soft bristles 47 mm. Dimensions : 390x50 mm. Available in different
colours.

Broom B1134 Code
BLUE 10317
YELLOW 10318
RED 10319
GREEN 10320

Flat broom. Polyester soft bristles 57 mm. Dimensions : 609x75 mm. Available in different
colours.

Broom B928 Code
BLUE 11582
RED 11583

Deck scrub. Polyester very stiff bristles 38 mm. Dimensions : 230x50 mm. Available in
different colours.

Deck scrub B759 Code
BLUE 10293
YELLOW 10294
RED 10295
GREEN 10296

Deck scrub. Polypropylene very stiff bristles 44 mm. Dimensions : 300x75 mm. Available
in different colours.
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HILL BRUSH SCRAPERS SHOVELS
Heat resistant hand scraper 110 mm Code

- 17610Plastic hand scraper, resistant to temperature up to 240°C. Width : 110 mm. Colour :
black.

Handled scraper PADL3 Code
WHITE 10392
BLUE 10393
YELLOW 10394
RED 10395
GREEN 10396

Handled scraper, stirrer. Polyester blade, stainless steel handle and coloured hand grip.
Length 1520 mm. Available in different colours.

Stainless steel scraper MSC1 Code
WHITE 10260
BLUE 10261
YELLOW 10262
RED 10263
GREEN 10264

Handled scraper. Stainless steel blade 200 mm, aluminum handle and coloured hand
grip. Length 1300 mm. Available in different colours. Refill blade code 10288.

Hand shovel large model Code
WHITE 17543
BLUE 17544
YELLOW 17545
RED 17546
GREEN 17547

Large polypropylene hand shovel. Dimensions : 580x315x240 mm. Available in different
colours.

Dustpan DP3 Code
BLUE 10330
YELLOW 10331
RED 10332
GREEN 10333

Enclosed polypropylene dustpan. Dimensions : 307x195x114 mm. Available in different
colours.
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HILL BRUSH HANDLES
Handle ALH7 Code

WHITE 10254
BLUE 10255
YELLOW 10256
RED 10257

Aluminum handle. Length 1360 mm. Coloured hand grip and thread. Available in different
colours.

Handle ALH8 Code
WHITE 10368
BLUE 10369
YELLOW 10370
RED 10371
GREEN 10372

Aluminum handle. Length 1500 mm. Coloured hand grip and thread. Available in different
colours.

Handle HAN 1352 Code
- 10383Aluminum telescopic handle with angle adaptor and conical adaptor. Length : 1300-4000

mm.
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BRUSHES
Coloured nail brush Code

- 5762-side nail brush. Polypropylene frame, nylon bristles on both sides. Dimensions : 85x35
mm. Undefined colours (depending on production).

Nail brush with chain Code
- 9227White nail brush with stainless steel chain. PBT frame, white and blue PBT bristles 18

mm. Dimensions : 120x40x40 mm.

White double winged brush Code
- 567Very flared brush, white polypropylene. Stiff bristles 35 mm in the middle and 45 mm on

both sides. Dimensions : 215x73 mm.

Brush 5010 Code
- 570Hand brush. White polypropylene frame, polyester semi-stiff bristles 35 mm. Dimensions :

190x65 mm.

Hog brush Code
- 6503Brush with very stiff bristles 40 mm on a plastic frame.Dimensions : L.210 x W.58 x H.67

mm.
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Block brush Code
- 12488Block brush, polypropylene body, zinc-plated steel bristles and PVC strap. Used to clean

blocks, cutting tables...

Soft nylon all purpose brush Code
- 9844All purpose brush. Polypropylene frame, polyester 35/100 soft bristles 60 mm.

Dimensions 415x45x80 mm.

Counter brush Code
- 6361Half-head brush. Wood handle, natural silk. Length 350 mm.

Counter brush with plastic handle Code
- 20104Half-head brush. Plastic handle, natural silk. Length 300 mm.

Coco hand brush Code
- 25071Hand brush with coco bristles. Wooden support. Coco bristles 80 mm in 4 rows
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Ceiling brush with telescopic handle Code
- 25083Ceiling brush with telescopic handle. Polypropylene body,   vinyl bristles. Telescopic

handle of 2 meters  maximum

Toilets brush and support Code
- 8958WC cleaning set in polypropylene.
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BROOMS
Dust broom Code

- 15447White dust broom. Polypropylene frame, polyester semi-stiff bristles 68 mm. Dimensions :
290x55 mm.Fits the aluminium handle code 15388.

Floor broom Code
- 585White floor broom, brush. Polypropylene frame, polyester stiff bristles 35 mm. Dimensions

: 260x90 mm.

Yard broom 32 cm Code
- 25070Yard broom, wood support, red PVC bristles of 75 mm. Dimensions: 320x75x165 mm.

Fits the wood handle D.28 mm (code 654)

Synthetic broom Code
- 9904Red PVC bristles 75 mm. Wood support. Dimensions : 600x57x145 mm. Fits the wooden

handle D.28 mm (code 654).

Bassine platform broom Code
- 628Bassine of India stiff bristles 80 mm. Wood support. Dimensions : 600x57x150 mm.
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Oven brush Code
500MM 20076
600MM 20408

Tampico oven brush on wood support. Length : 500 or 600 mm. Fits the wood handle
D.25 L.3000 mm (code 20081).

Socketed coco platform broom Code
- 15501Broom with wood support, coco bristles. Dimensions : 290x55x100 mm. Fits the wood

handle D.24 mm (code 15502).

Coco platform broom Code
60CM 627
100CM 5207

Coco soft bristles 80 mm. Wood support. Dimensions : L.600 or 1000x57x150 mm. Fits
the wood handle D.28 mm (code 654).

Straw broom Code
- 4979Straw broom with handle. Sorghum bristles. Wood support.  Dimensions : 1400x350x60

mm.

Scissor mop Code
COMPLETE SCISSOR MOP 15547
REFILL MOP 15786

Scissor mop  2x1 meter, anodised metal frame and chrome-plated handle. Polyester
cotton mop.  Refill mop code 15786.
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Holder for cotton mop 25074 Code
- 25073Polypropylene holder with articulated socket. Only for washing. Colour : blue and red. Fits

the handle code 25075 and the cotton mop code 25074.

Flat mop for holder 25073 Code
- 25074Cotton mop. Dimensions : 400x130 mm. Fits the holder code 25073.

Aluminium handle for holder 25073 Code
- 25075Aluminum handle, 4 holes, blue polypropylene handgrip. Length : 1450 mm. Diameter :

23,5 mm. Fits the holder code 25073.
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Holder for flat mop Code
SANI QUICK 11685
STEP 5102

Holder for flat mops with flaps and/or pockets, polypropylene. Rotatable. 2 models
available : The Sani-Quick support (45x13 cm) for the mop code 11686 and the Step
support (50x13 cm) for the mop code 11467. These 2 supports fit the handle code 11822.

Aluminum handle for mop holder Code
- 11822Aluminum handle. Length 144 cm. Fits the supports Sani-Quick (code 11685) and Step

(code 5102) 

Flat mop Sani Mop 41x14 cm Code
- 11474Blue mop, cotton mixed with anti-microbial compound. Looped-ends and tailbanding

reduces tangling for like-new performance after every laundering. Dimensions : 41x14
cm. Mop with flaps which fits the Sani-Quick support code 11685

Flat mop Sani Mop 46x17 cm Code
- 11686White mop, cotton. Looped-ends and tailbanding reduces tangling for like-new

performance after every laundering. Dimensions : 46x17 cm. Mop with flaps which fits the
Sani-Quick support code 11685.

Flat mop Step Mop 51x17 cm Code
- 11467Blue mop, blend of cotton and anti-microbial coumpound. Looped-ends and tailbanding

reduces tangling for like-new performance after every laundering. Dimensions : 51x17
cm. Mop with pockets which fits the Step support code 5102.
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Holder for microfibre mops 15100 and 15101 Code
- 15099Aluminum holder, with removable velcro strips for attaching pads (code 15100 and

15101). Trapezoidal shape improves cleaning in corners and other hard-to-reach areas.
Dimensions : 40x9x3,8 cm. Fits the handle code 15098.

Aluminum handle for holder 15099 Code
- 15098Aluminum handle with Quick-Connect mechanism for an easy and time-saving frame

exchange. Length 147 cm. Fits the support code 15099.

Microfibre dust mop Code
- 15100Green dust mop, microfibre. Ultra-thick looped-end construction to improve dust pick-up.

Material : 63% microfibre and 37% polyester. Bleach resistant. Dimensions : 40x14x1,6
cm. Fits the support code 15099.

Microfibre damp mop Code
- 15101Blue damp mop, superior microfibre is proven to remove micro organisms with

non-disinfectant neutral cleaner. Material : 67% microfibre, 22% polyester and 11%
polypropylene. Bleach resistant.Dimensions : 40x14x1,6 cm. Fits the support code
15099.
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Support with handle for Faubert mop Code
- 11483Wet mop holder (pliers+handle), polypropylene and fiberglass. Makes removing and

replacing mop heads easy. Length 152,4 cm. Colour : blue.

Faubert Mop Webfoot Code
- 11472Wet mop, microfibre, blend of cotton and synthetic fibres for an excellent absorbency.

Finish : looped-ends, open-twist yarn. Colour : white. Fits the mop holder with the handle
code 11483.

Mop MOP5 Code
- 5196Looped "Hygiemix" yarn mop. 250 grams. Blue stripe. Fits the handle ALH7.

Aluminium handle 1300 mm hexagonal Code
- 25077Aluminium handle, blue polypropylene handgrip, hexagonal screw socket. Dimensions :

23x1300 mm. Fits the cotton mop code 25076.

Cotton mop with hexagonal socket Code
- 25076Cotton mop. Hexagonal screw socket. Fits the aluminium handle code 25077.
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LOBBY PRO broom Code
- 10132Dust broom with handle, black, in polypropylene. Dimensions : 19x5xH.89 cm. For all

types of environments.

Dustpan with handle LOBBY SM Code
- 10133Dustpan with handle, black polypropylene. Dimensions : 28,7x12,7xH.32,5 cm. Enables

to remove any waste without bending or touching them.

Dustpan with handle LOBBY + hand brush Code
- 25081Dustpan with handle, in polypropylene, with vinyl-bristled hand brush. Colour : grey.

Dimensions : 27x27x H.93 cm. Enables to remove any waste without bending or touching
them.

Dustpan with handle LOBBY + broom 5661 Code
- 23067Dustpan with handle, in polypropylene, with angle-cut broom (2 types of bristles). Colour :

blue. Dimensions : 37x24x H.117 cm. Enables to remove any waste without bending or
touching them.
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SQUEEGEES SCRAPERS
Foam floor squeegee Code

55CM BLUE 12967
70CM WHITE 12968

Polypropylene squeegee, copolymer foam blade. Two lengths available : 550 mm and
700 mm. Fits the aluminum handle code 15388.

Red foam floor squeegee Code
55CM 25078
70CM 25079

Polypropylene squeegee, red copolymer foam blade. Two lengths available : 550 mm
and 700 mm. Fits the aluminum handle code 25080.

One-piece table squeegee Code
- 8537ABS table squeegee, tefla block (teflon mix) single blade. Length : 250 mm.

Window squeegee 35 cm Code
SQUEEGEE 626
REFILL 5699

Window squeegee. Stainless steel support, rubber blade. Length : 350 mm. Replacement
blade separately sold (code 5699).

Window mop 45 cm Code
SUPPORT 15028
REFILL 12035

Window mop. White polyamide support. Length : 450 mm. Refill separately sold (code
12035).
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TUBE CLEANERS
Test tube brush Code

TEST TUBE BRUSH D10 606
TEST TUBE BRUSH D20 607
NYLON TUBE BRUSH D30 5765

Test tube brush, stainless steel stem and handgrip, polyester bristles. Available in
different diameters.

Tube brush with plastic handgrip Code
D10 9299
D20  9300
D30  9301
D60  9302

Tube brush, stainless steel stem, white plastic handgrip, polyester bristles, bristles tip.
Available in different diameters. Colours : White or blue depending on arrivals.

Meat mincer tube brush Code
D60 609
D70 610
D90  611

Tube brush, stainless steel stem and metal handgrip, polyester bristles, shell shaped tip.
Available in different diameters. Colours : White or blue depending on arrivals.
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Screw tube brush Code
D10 8235
D15 9501
D20 8236
D25 9502
D30 613
D40 7752
D50 614
D60 9503
D70 615
D90 616
D100 6365
D110 6538

Screw tube brush, stainless steel stem and handgrip, polyester bristles. Available in
different diameters. Fits the threaded stem code 9504 and the threaded extension code
617.

Stainless steel threaded stem with handgrip Code
- 9504Stainless steel 304L threaded stem with handgrip for screw tube brush. Length 1000 mm.

Stainless steel extension Code
- 617Stainless steel 304L extension for screw tube brush. Length 1000 mm.
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HANDLES
Aluminum handle 1400 mm Code

- 15388Aluminum handle,  polypropylene handgrip and tip. Dimensions : Diameter 25x1400 mm.

Aluminum handle 1500 mm Code
- 25080Aluminum handle, black polypropylene handgrip. Dimensions : diameter 23,5x1500 mm.

Fits the red foam squeegee code 25078 and 25079.

Laquered metal handle Code
- 25084Laquered metal handle, polypropylene handgrip. Colour not defined (depending on

production). Dimensions : diameter 23 x 1200 mm. Fits all brooms with screw sockets
diameter 23 mm.

Wood handle Code
- 654Wood yard handle. Dimensions : Diameter 28x1400 mm.

Wood handle 3000 mm Code
- 20081Wood handle. Dimensions : Diameter 25x3000 mm. Fits the oven brushes (code 20076

and 20408).
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Threaded wood handle Code
- 15502Landes pine wood handle, french thread injected onto the handle. Dimensions : Diameter

24x1300 mm. Fits the coco broom (code 15501).

Telescopic handle 2x1,5 meters Code
- 11653Telescopic aluminum handle, polypropylene hand grip. Dimensions : Diameter

28x1500-3000 mm. Suitable for window squeegees.

Telescopic handle 2x2 meters Code
- 9050Telescopic aluminum handle, polyethylene handgrip. Dimensions : Diameter

22x2000-4000 mm.
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PLASTIC BINS, PANS, PALLETS
Gilac 50 liter bin without lid Code

BLUE  15873
RED  15874
GREEN  15875

High density polyethylene bin (without lid). Capacity : 50 liters. Dimensions : Top diameter
475 mm (without handgrips), Bottom diameter 330 mm, Height 465 mm. Available in
different colours. Lid separately sold. 

Gilac lid for 50 liter bin Code
BLUE 15876
RED  15877
GREEN  15878

High density polyethylene lid for Gilac 50 liter bin. Diameter : 495 mm. Available in
different colours.

Gilac 75 liter bin without lid Code
WHITE  9111
BLUE  12036
YELLOW  17156
RED  14952
GREEN  12037

High density polyethylene bin (without lid). Capacity : 75 liters. Dimensions : Top diameter
540 mm (without handgrips), Bottom diameter 430 mm x Height 485 mm. Available in
different colours. Lid separately sold.

Gilac lid for 75 liter bin Code
WHITE  2105
BLUE 15430
YELLOW  17666
RED 15705
GREEN 15431

High density polyethylene lid for Gilac 75 liter bin. Diameter : 560 mm. Available in
different colours.
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50 liter bin without lid Code
- 15090White bin (without lid) in low density polyethylene. Capacity : 50 liters. Dimensions : Top

diameter 465 mm, Bottom diameter 360 mm, Height 440 mm. Lid separately sold : code
15091.

Lid for 50 liter bin Code
- 15091White low density polyethylene lid for 50 liter bin (code 15090).

75L white bin without lid Code
- 2106White bin (without lid) in low density polyethylene. Capacity : 75 liters. Dimensions : Top

diameter 550 mm, Bottom diameter 420 mm x Height 480 mm.

120 L bag holder without lid Code
- 23326HDPE 120 L bag holder without lid Dimensions : L.640 x W.500 x .950 mm. Lid

separately sold (5 colours code 23327 to 23331).

Lid for 120 L bag holder Code
WHITE 23327
BLUE 23328
YELLOW 23329
RED 23330
GREEN 23331

Lid for the 120L bag holder code 23326. In polypropylene; available in 5 colours : white,
blue, yellow, red and green.
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Tote Code
- 8216White tote with swing lid. Capacity : 35 liters. Dimensions : Diameter 370 x Height 690

mm.

Swing top bin Code
25L 17721
50L 17720

Swing top bin, polypropylene. Colour : white. Available in different capacities.

18 liter step-on bin Code
- 21358Polypropylene step-on bin. Capacity : 18 liters. Removable liner with plastic handle.

Step-on bin Code
30L WHITE 21315
30L RED 21316
50L WHITE 21317
50L RED 21318
68L WHITE 21319
68L YELLOW 21320
68L RED 21321
90L WHITE 21322
90L YELLOW 21323
90L RED 21324

Polyethylene step-on bin. The step-on opening frees hands for an easy and hygienic use.
Small footprint. Silent-closing lid. Available in different capacities and colours.

60 liter step-on bin Code
WHITE 17442
BLUE 17443
RED 17444
GREEN 17445

Polyethylene step-on container. Capacity : 60 liters. Ideal for hands-free refuse disposal.
Large front pedal. White bin with lids of different colours.
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ECO 90L step-on bin Code
- 21699Eco step-on bin, polyethylene, with lid, capacity 90 liters. Colour : white

100 liter plastic bin with wheels Code
BLUE 11717
BEIGE 11720
YELLOW 11719
GREEN 11718

Square mobile container, polypropylene, with lid, capacity 100 liters. Available in different
colours.

Plastic bin with wheels Code
120L 17422
240L 3777
340L 5348

Plastic bin (container), high density polyethylene. 2 solid rubber wheels with
polypropylene plastic rims. Front grip. 3 models available : 120 liters, dimensions: L.552 x
W.475 x H.926 mm or 240 liters, dimensions: L.730 x W.585 x H.1080 mm or 340 liters,
dimensions: L.850 x W.625 x H.1095 mm (these dimensions are the external ones
without the wheels).

770 liter plastic bin with wheels Code
- 6062Plastic bin (container), high density polyethylene. 4 solid rubber wheels with

polypropylene plastic rims, with 2 brakes. Front and side grip. Capacity : 770 liters.
Dimensions : L.1370 x W.770 x H.1310 mm.
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Pan E2 600x400x200 mm Code
RED 9559
BLUE 15830
YELLOW 15937
GREEN 15919

Pan E2, euronorm, high density polyethylene, food safe. Solid bottom and surfaces.
Stackable but non nestable. External dimensions : 600x400x200 mm. Capacity 40 liters.
Stacking resistance : 500 kg. 4 colours available : red, blue, green and yellow.

Lid E2 tank Code
- 23609Lid for E2 tank. Dimensions : 600x400x16 mm. Colour : Red or light gray depending on

our stock availability

Rectangular pan 600x400 grey and red Code
- 12416Nestable and stackable rectangular pan, high density polyethylene. Colour : grey-red.

Capacity : 32 liters. Dimensions : 600 x 400 x Height 200 mm

Rectangular pan 800x450 grey and red Code
- 12397Nestable and stackable rectangular pan, high density polyethylene, freezing grade.

Colour : grey-red. Capacity : 60 liters. Dimensions : 800 x 450 x Height 270 mm

Rectangular pan 400x300 white Code
- 23635Stackable rectangular pan 400x300 in high density polyethylene. Colour : white. Capacity

: 15 liters.
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Rectangular pan 600x400 white Code
600X400X165 25L 15498
600X400X217 35L 23299
600X400X315  55L 30272

Stackable rectangular pan 600x400 mm, high density polyethylene. Colour : white.
Capacity : 25, 35 or 55 liters. Lid separately sold : code 15499.

Rectangular pan lid 600x400 Code
- 15499White high density polyethylene lid for rectangular pans 600x400 mm (code 15498,

23299 and 30272).

Rectangular pan 600x400 white HACCP Code
- 20046Rectangular stackable pan, in high density polyethylene, white. With clear lid. Capacity :

55 liters. Dimensions : 600 x 400 x Height 330 mm.

Rectangular pan 650 x 450 white Code
- 21486Nestable and stackable rectangular pan (rotation 90°), in high density polyethylene.

Colour : white. Capacity : 60L. With handles. Dimensions : 650x450x Height 425 mm.

Rectangular white flat pan Code
WHITE FLAT PAN 350X235X68 3L 20615
WHITE FLAT PAN 435X285X75 5L 20616
WHITE FLAT PAN 535X385X80 10L 20047
HDPE GRID FOR PAN 3L G102521 23187
HDPE GRID FOR PAN 5L G100121 30207
HDPE GRID FOR PAN 10L G100321 23188

Rectangular flat pan, in high density polyethylene, stackable. Colour : white. Capacity : 3,
5 or 10 liters. Option : HDPE grid (separatly sold).
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19 liter round pan Code
- 30209Divider pan, white, round, high density polyethylene. Capacity : 19 liters. Dimensions :

Diameter 480 x Height 160 mm.

35 liter round pan Code
- 30206White tub, round, low density polyethylene. Capacity : 35 liters. Dimensions : Top

diameter 550 mm, low diameter 330 mm x Height 315 mm.

50 liter round pan Code
- 23192White round pan in low density polyethylene. Capacity : 50 liters. Dimensions : top

diameter 620 mm, bottom diameter 400 mm x Height 340 mm.

120 liter round pan Code
- 2107White low density polyethylene cylindrical pan. Capacity : 120 liters. Dimensions : Top

diameter 720 mm, Bottom diameter 530 mm x Height 460 mm.

White rectangular container on feet Code
- 7836Rectangular container on feet, in high density polyethylene, stackable. Colour : white.

Capacity : 210 liters. External dimensions : 790x605x height 685 mm.
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Plastic tin Code
20L 7858
40L 2 HANDLES 15481

Plastic tin in polypropylene, stainless steel handle. Fit with 2 handles for the 40L model.
Capacity : 20 or 40 liters. Warning : these tins must not be used with a milking machine.

Barrel with lid Code
30L 30274
50L 30273

White high density polyethylene barrel, with black lid, sealable metal toggle latch.
Available in two capacities : 30 or 50 liters.
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Blue pallet with sole Code
1200X800 BLUE 17296
1200X1000 BLUE 23086

Hygienic pallet, high density polyethylene, food safe. Model with 3 soles and edges.
Dimensions : 1200x800 mm or 1200x1000 mm. Colour : blue.

Blue pallet container Code
PALLET CONTAINER BLUE 1200X800X740 23152
COVER FOR PALLET CONTAINER1200X800 23153
PALLET CONTAINER BLUE 1200X1000X740 21980
COVER FOR PALLET CONTAINER1200X1000 21932

Pallet container in high density polyethylene, food contact quality. Model with 3 soles.
Available in 2 dimensions : 1200x1000x Height 740 mm and 1200x800xHeight 740 mm.
Colour : blue. Blue cover separately sold : code BOBET 21932 for the container code
21980 and code BOBET 23153 for the container code 23152.

Retention pan with duckboard Code
20L 23531
30L 23532

Retention pan with duckboard. 2 models available : volume 20 liters (dimensions
L.640xl.410xH.115 mm) and volume 30 liters (dimensions L.640xl.410xH.165 mm). Static
load uniformly distributed : 50 kg (for the 20 liters) and 60 kg (for the 30 liters). Colour :
anise green and dark grey

150 liter retention pan Code
- 11996Retention pan with plastic duckboard for barrels, kegs and small packings...Capacity :

150 liters. Dimensions : L.1250 x W.850 x H.230 mm. Dynamic load : 500 kg. Colour :
green and dark red duckboard.

Retention platform with plastic duckboard Code
60L 15673
100L 15657
120L 15672

Retention platform with plastic duckboard. 3 models available : 60 liter volume with
reinforcement pads below (Dimensions L.1245 x W.625x H.115 mm), 100 liter volume
(Dimensions L.990 x W.645 x H.145 mm) and 120 liter volume with reinforcement pads
below (Dimensions L.1245 x W.1245 x H.115 mm). Uniformly distributed load capacity :
600 kg (for the 60L model), 150 kg (for the 100L model) and 1100 kg (for the 120L
model). Colour : yellow, green duckboard.
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Retention pan for barrels Code
220L 2 BARRELS SQUARE 15655
240L 2 BARRELS RECT. 15656
450L 4 BARRELS SQUARE 15654

Retention pan for barrels with plastic duckboard. Manipulable with a pallet truck or a
forklift when empty. 3 models available : 220 liter volume (Dimensions L.1250 x W.1250 x
H.240 mm), 240 liter volume (Dimensions L.1310 x W.910 x H.380 mm) and 450 liter
volume (Dimensions L.1250 x W.1250 x H.475 mm). Uniformly distributed load capacity :
1100 kg (for 220L and 450L) and 600kg (for 240L). Colour : yellow, blue duckboard.

Retention pan for containers Code
1050L 23527
1100L 23528

Retention platform for containers with plastic duckboard. Manipulable with a pallet truck
or a forklift when empty. 2 models available : Volume 1050 liters ( dimensions L. 2500 x
W.1300 x H.530 mm ) and volume 1100 liters (dimensions L.1380 x W.1280 x H.1000
mm). Uniformly distributed load capacity : 3900 kg (for container 1050L) and 1500 kg (for
container 1100L) - Colour : Black (plateform and duckboard)
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BUCKETS
VIKAN bucket 6 and 12 liters Code

6L WHITE 20786
6L BLUE 20787
6L YELLOW 20788
6L RED 20789
6L GREEN 20790
12L WHITE 12881
12L BLUE 12882
12L YELLOW 12883
12L RED 12884
12L GREEN 12885
12L BLACK 12886
12L ORANGE 20259
12L PURPLE 23110
12L PINK 23111

Hygienic polypropylene bucket suitable for foodstuffs and raw materials storage. The
bucket is graduated and includes an anti-drip spout, a strong stainless steel handle, a
handle at the bottom to ease handling.Its flat back eases transport and enables to hang it
on the wall bracket (code 12887). Capacity : 6 or 12 liters. Lid separately sold. Available
in different colours.

VIKAN lid for bucket 6 and 12 liters Code
6L WHITE 20793
6L BLUE 20794
6L YELLOW 20795
6L RED 20796
6L GREEN 20797
12L WHITE 12890
12L BLUE 12891
12L YELLOW 12892
12L RED 12893
12L GREEN 12894
12L BLACK 12895
12L ORANGE 21985
12L PURPLE 23112
12L PINK 23113

Polypropylene lid to protect foodstuffs in Vikan buckets 6 and 12 liters. Available in
different colours.

VIKAN bucket 20 liters Code
WHITE 21340
BLUE 21341
YELLOW 21342
RED 21343
GREEN 21344

Hygienic bucket, in polypropylene, ideal for the mixture of ingredients contained in smaller
buckets. Suitable for dry and liquid ingredients. The bucket is graduated, has a rounded
spout and a handle at the bottom to facilitate handling. Capacity : 20 liters. Lid separately
sold. Available in different colours.

VIKAN lid for bucket 20 liters Code
WHITE 21345
BLUE 21346
YELLOW 21347
RED 21348
GREEN 21349

Polypropylene lid to avoid spilling the content of the bucket during transport and protect
the inside from contamination during storage in Vikan 20 liter buckets. Available in
different colours.

VIKAN wall bracket Code
- 12887Stainless steel wall bracket, for Vikan bucket. Enables the bucket to be hung on the wall.

The clean bucket can be placed bottom up, or bottom down as required. Small hook for
lid. Dimensions : 370x50x80 mm.
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Stainless steel bucket Code
12L 2095
15L 9345

Stainless steel graduated bucket. Available in 12 or 15 liters.

Lid for stainless steel 12 liter bucket Code
- 7221Lid for stainless steel 12 liter graduated bucket (code 2095).

White polyethylene 12 liter bucket Code
- 2096White graduated low density polyethylene bucket with spout, stainless steel handle.

Capacity : 12 liters.

White polyethylene 14 liter bucket Code
- 8217White low density polyethylene bucket, stainless steel handle. Capacity : 14 liters.

White polyethylene 22 liter bucket Code
- 15086White graduated bucket in high density polyethylene, stainless steel handle. Capacity : 22

liters.
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Black polyethylene 15 liter bucket with handgrip
Code

- 17719

Black bucket in low density polyethylene, galvanized steel handle with central wooden
handgrip. Capacity : 15 liters.

Plastic bucket with lid Code
5L  7621
10L  8301

Bucket with lid and polypropylene handle. Colour : white. Capacity : 5 to 10 liters.

18 liter double bucket Code
- 11746Grey double bucket, polypropylene. Offers clean and dirty water separation. Can be used

to transport cloths or sprays. Dimensions : 45,7x36,8x25,4 cm. Capacity : 18 liters.

Bucket MBK7 Code
BLUE 11213
GREEN 11216

Reinforced polypropylene bucket with support for wringing. Capacity 12 liters.

Double bucket with wringer Code
- 25085Double bucket with wringer, in blue polypropylene. Capacity : 2x7 liters. Dimensions :

405x305x330 mm.
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Disinfection hygiene tub Code
- 15918Polypropylene disinfection tub. Dimensions : 720x175x205 mm. Allows to disinfect and

degrease brooms, squeegees by letting them dip in the tub.

Combo bucket with wringer Code
- 11462Bucket with wringer, polypropylene, on casters to ease transport. Colour : blue. Capacity :

25 liters.

Side press double wringer bucket trolley Code
- 25072Side press double wringer bucket trolley, polypropylene and epoxy metal. Base on 4

swiveling wheels. Double bucket of different colours to separate the cleaning solution and
rinsing water. Capacity: 2 x 15 liters.

Side press 4-buckets trolley Code
- 251814-buckets trolley with press. Includes 2 buckets 22L, 2 buckets 5L, 1 press, 1 trash bag

holder, 2 trays and 2 holders for handles.
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JANITORIAL
Stainless steel 500ml soap dispenser Code

- 23171Soap dispenser in bright polished stainless steel 304. Lockable. Tank with large opening
to ease filling. Tank prevents the long-term stagnation of soap. Window for monitoring
soap level. Capacity : 500 ml.

White ABS  0.8 liter soap dispenser Code
- 23602White ABS soap dispenser with an antistatic additive. Transparent removable container.

Anti-drip system. Locking with key lock. Filling on the top. Capacity : 0.8 liter 

Stainless steel 1 liter soap dispenser Code
- 16785Brushed stainless steel 304 soap dispenser. Locking with key. See-through plastic

container with top filling. Capacity : 1 liter.

Blue ABS soap dispenser 1 liter Code
- 17715Soap dispenser. Blue polycarbonate structure, white ABS plastic push button and frame.

Lockable. Container with direct filling. Capacity : 1 liter.

Electronic soap 1 liter dispenser Code
- 23670Electronic dispenser for liquid soap, wall-mounted, in stainless steel. Automatic hand

detection by infrared cell. Easy to use : a passage of the hand under the cell = a dose of
product. Can be installed in all traffic areas (production entrance, public reception, etc.).
No contact with hands. Capacity : 1 liter. For vegetable-based liquid soap with a
maximum viscosity: 3000 mPa.s. Compatible with hydroalcoholic gel.
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Alphapak soap dispenser Code
- 23556Soap dispenser in white painted metal, ergonomic and resistant. Intended for the food

industry and health field.Only compatible with our 5 liter Klint V soap (Bobet code 23154)

Stainless steel soap dispenser Code
- 15697Soap dispenser made of stainless steel wire, ultra hygienic. Especially designed for food

industries and health. Suitable for the 1 liter  soap cartridge (code 15696) or the 1 liter 
antiseptic lotion cartridge (code 15695).
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Universal dispenser Code
SMALL MODEL POLYC 19227
BIG MODEL POLYC 3749
SMALL MODEL SS 70112
BIG MODEL SS 19101

Universal dispenser. Ideal for any type of disposables (mob cap, gloves, ear plugs...). To
be fixed on a wall. 4 models available: big or small model, in polycarbonate or stainless
steel. Available option : the turnstile (code 12531) which can support up to 5 dispensers
and thus put all disposables in a very small area. Magnetic set D.66 in option (code
21630).

Turnstile for universal dispenser Code
- 12531Foot (turnstile), in stainless steel 304L, for BOBET universal dispensers. It can stand up

to 5 dispensers and thus make available all consumables needed by the users
(disposable gloves, mobcaps, overshoes...) in a small space. Mounted on 5 adjustable
feet. Supplied without universal dispenser.

ECOPAK PPE plastic dispenser Code
- 21941Mixed use PPE dispenser. Can be installed horizontally or vertically to distribute different

PPE (aprons in roll, mobcaps, headdresses, overshoes, sleeves...). Easy to install.
Hygienic, easy to clean and maintain. Colours : white and blue.

Disposable gloves dispenser Code
- 4316Dispenser for boxes of disposable gloves, in white plastic ABS. Overall dimensions : 270

x 140 x 90 mm. Supplied with screws for a wall fixing.

Stainless steel dispenser for box of gloves Code
- 21469Stainless steel 304L holder. Inner dimensions : 241 x 125 x H.70 mm. Suitable for our

boxes of disposable gloves (nitrile and latex) (see the list of the compatible boxes in our
technical file). Magnetic set D.31 in option (code 23223).   
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Stainless steel dispenser for box of PP masks
Code

- 21468

Stainless steel 304L holder. Inner dimensions : 189 x 107 x H.80 mm. Suitable for our
boxes of 2-ply and 3-ply masks (code 1599, 17653, 8492, 11151 and 1613). Magnetic set
D.31 in option (code 23223).

Disposable coats dispenser Code
- 70532Dispenser for disposable coats and non-woven coveralls. Made in polycarbonate (clear

wall) and in stainless steel 304L. Wall mounted. Filling from the top. Overall dimensions :
H.400 x W.318 x D.409 mm. Magnetic set D.88 in option (code 23224).

Tork wipes dispenser Code
- 23250Plastic dispenser for the small packs of Tork wipes. W8 system. One-at-a-time

dispensing. Colour : white. Dimensions : L.214 x H.146 x D.107 mm. Compatible with our
Tork wipes code BOBET 15690 to 15693.
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Blue hand towels dispenser small model Code
- 17716Centerfeed paper dispenser, white ABS plastic and blue polycarbonate. Lockable.

Capacity : paper roll from 150 to 200 sheets. Suitable for the roll code Bobet 6292.

Blue hand towels dispenser 450 sheets Code
- 17713Centerfeed paper dispenser, white ABS plastic and blue polycarbonate. Lockable. Paper

cut thanks to narrow neck. Capacity : paper roll of 450 sheets (maxi diameter 205 mm).
Suitable for the rolls code Bobet 23675 and 23676 (450 sheets, white and blue with inner
tube), code 17718 (700 sheets, blue with inner tube) or code 20536 (450 sheets, white
without inner tube).

Tork Reflex hand towels dispenser 450 sheets
Code

- 23522

Centrefeed paper dispenser, in plastic. Sheet-by-sheet system. Rotating nozzle in order
to easily access to the  paper. Capacity : 450 sheets. Compatible with hand towels Bobet
code 23524

Tork Reflex portable hand towels dispenser Code
- 23523Centrefeed paper dispenser, in plastic. Portable. Sheet-by-sheet system.. Capacity : 450

sheets. Compatible with hand towels Bobet code 23524

Hand towels dispenser 1000 sheets Code
- 12358Centerfeed paper dispenser, ABS plastic. Locking with key. Sheet-by-sheet system.

Capacity : roll of paper of 1000 sheets. Suitable for the hand towel 1000 sheets, buff
coloured (Bobet code 15088).
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Stainless steel wall paper dispenser Code
- 7513Stainless steel (304L) dispenser. Wall fixing. Can be fitted with hand towels rolls 450,

1000 or 1500 sheets (maximum diameter : 300 mm).

Hand towels roll 150 sheets white Code
- 6292Hand towels roll 150 sheets, white wadding, 2 plies, 17.5 g/m². Roll diameter : 115 mm

and inner tube diameter (tear) : 45 mm. Packing : 15 rolls in a parcel. Suitable for the
small dispenser (code 17716).

Embossed hand towels roll 450 sheets Code
WHITE 23675
BLUE 23676

Hand towels roll 450 sheets, wadding, 2 plies, 17.5 g/m². Roll diameter : 195 mm and
inner tube diameter (tear) : 64 mm. Colours : white or blue. Packing : 6 rolls in a parcel.
Suitable for the dispenser 450 sheets (code 17713). 

Hand towels roll 450 sheets white Tork Code
- 20536Hand towels roll 450 sheets Tork, pure white wadding, 2 plies, 18 g/m². Roll diameter :

162 mm. Without inner tube. Packing : 6 rolls in a parcel. Suitable for the dispensers 450
sheets code 17713.

Tork Reflex white hand towels 450 sheets Code
- 23524Hand towels roll 450 sheets, Tork Reflex, pure white wadding, 2 plies. Roll diameter : 59

mm. Packing : 6 rolls in a parcel. Compatible with the portable Tork Reflex Coil Dispenser
Bobet code 23523 and with the distributor Bobet code 23522
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Hand towels 700 sheets blue Code
- 17718Hand towels roll 700 sheets, blue wadding, 2 plies, 20 g/m². Roll diameter : 195 mm and

inner tube diameter (tear) : 64 mm. Packing : 6 rolls in a parcel. Suitable for the
dispensers 450 sheets code 17713.

Hand towels 1000 sheets buff Code
- 15088Hand towels roll 1000 sheets, buff wadding, 2 plies, 20 g/m². Roll diameter : 250 mm and

inner tube (tear) : 64 mm. Packing : 2 rolls in a parcel. Suitable for the dispenser 1000
sheets (code 12358).

White hand towels 1500 sheets Code
- 7790Hand towels roll 1500 sheets, pure white wadding, 2 plies, 17.5 g/m². Roll diameter : 300

mm and inner tube diameter (tear) : 64 mm. Packing : 2 rolls in a parcel.

V or W folded blue wipes dispenser Code
- 17717Dispenser for folded hand towels (wipes), white ABS plastic and blue polycarbonate.

Lockable. Sheet-by-sheet distribution. Capacity : maximum 600 sheets. Suitable for code
Bobet 14978 (blue W folded paper).

W folded hand towels blue Code
- 14978W folded hand towels, 100 sheets, blue wadding, 2 plies, 20 g/m². Packing : 30 packets

in a parcel. Suitable for the V or W folded paper dispenser (code 17717).
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Z folded wipes white dispenser Code
- 21959Dispenser for folded hand towels, in white plastic. Sheet-by-sheet distribution. Suitable for

Z folded white paper : code Bobet 21922.

Blue Z folded hand towels Code
- 21922Z folded hand towels, 237 sheets, blue wadding, 2 plies, 19 g/m². Packing : 20 packets in

a parcel. Suitable for the Z folded paper dispenser (code 21959).

Blue toilet paper dispenser Code
MINI 17714
MAXI 17494

Toilet paper dispenser, white and blue ABS plastic. Two models available : Small model
(mini) - Capacity : industrial toilet paper roll maximum length 300 meters maximum and
maximum diameter 220 mm (minimum inner tube 45 mm) (Suitable for the toilet paper
code Bobet 2283) and big model (maxi) - Capacity : industrial toilet paper roll maximum
length 400 meters maximum and maximum diameter 260 mm (minimum inner tube 55
mm) (Suitable for the toilet paper code Bobet 17916).

Toilet paper Code
MINI JUMBO 2283
MAXI JUMBO 17916

Toilet paper roll, pure white wadding, 2 plies, 16 g/m². Two models available: MINI
JUMBO (code 2283) : 170 meters (sheets 90x350 mm), roll diameter: 180 mm and inner
tube diameter (non tear): 64 mm. Packing : 12 rolls in a parcel. Suitable for the toilet
paper dispenser (code 17714). MAXI JUMBO (code 17916) : 350 meters (sheets 90x350
mm), roll diameter: 255 mm and inner tube diameter (non tear): 64 mm. Packing : 6 rolls
in a parcel. Suitable for the toilet paper dispenser (code 17494).
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Top Pack cloth Code
WHITE 5304
BLUE 15374

Top Pack non woven cloth, 100 sheets, thick and strong, 1 ply, 80 g/m². Water, solvents
and cleansers resistant without falling apart. Excellent absorption. Multi-purpose.
Replaces textile cloth or wiper. Available colours : blue or white. Packing : 5 bags in a
carton.

Tork Strong cloth Code
- 12505Tork Strong non woven cloth, 120 sheets, thick and strong, 1 ply, 80 g/m². Water,

solvents and cleansers resistant without falling apart. Excellent absorption. Multi-purpose.
Replaces textile cloth or wiper. Colour : white. Packing : 1 bag in a carton.

Tork wipe Code
BLUE (x40) 15690
PINK (x40) 15691
GREEN (x40) 15692
YELLOW (x40) 15693

Low linting wipe, polyester, 1 ply, 78 g/m². Multi-purpose. 4 available colours : pink,
green, yellow and blue. Compatible with the dispenser code Bobet 23250.

Super Chicopee wipe Code
BLUE (x25) 23252
GREEN (x25) 23253

Multifunctional cleaning pad. Unique open structure for outstanding dirt recovery and
efficient absorption. Composition ensuring fast and odour-free drying. Cross fold.
Available in 2 colours : blue and green. Pack of 25 pads.

Blue microfibre (bag of 5) Code
- 15835Drying towel, microfibre knitted, laser cut (seamless) and informative sticker, insuring the

absence of bacteria in seams or labels. Machine washable with no loss of colour or
dimensions. Material : 70% polyester and 30% polyamide. Size : 38x38 cm. Colour : blue.
5 in a bag.
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Synthetic mop Code
- 664Synthetic chamois mop. Multi-service. Dimensions : 350x400 mm.

Square Top Vitre (pack of 5) Code
- 22761Square towel for cleaning windows and galss surfaces. Knitting system very close to the

weaving for a BI-FACES result : mat side to apply the glass product and brilliant side to
wipe and finish work in shine. Composition: 70% polyester, 30% polyamide. Size : 40 x
40 cm. Colour : blue. Sold by 5.

PAL disinfectant wipes non rinse Code
/200 21332
/1000 21333

Disinfectant wipes, non rinse. Can be used in amny environments even food industries.
Colour : blue. Dimensions : 195x200 mm. 200 wipes in a box or 1000 wipes in a bucket.
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Vegetable sponge Code
- 4972Vegetable sponge, pure cellulose reinforced with natural fibres and not lined. Dimensions

: 127x89x26 mm.

Green scour sponge Code
- 658Green scour sponge for standard cleaning and scouring. Nylon fibres, polymer resin and

specific abrasives. Blond pure cellulose sponge, green scotch brite patch. Not
recommended for surfaces sensitive to scratching. Dimensions : 131x88 mm, thickness
27 mm.

White and pink scour sponge Code
- 659White scour sponge for sensitive surfaces. Polyester fibres, polymer resin and low

abrasive minerals. Pink pure cellulose sponge, white scotch brite patch. Dimensions :
131x88 mm, thickness 27 mm.

Purple scouring pad Code
- 15787Purple scouring pad for intensive scouring. Synthetic fibres and resin and abrasive grains.

Specially designed to replace stainless steel balls, metal brushes and steel wools.
Dimensions : 102x133 mm, thickness 13 mm.

Stainless steel ball Code
- 7699Ball in stainless steel wire, 60 grams. Cleans without scratching all hard surfaces.
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Metal scouring pad Code
- 7835Metal scouring pad, 100 grams. Cleans without scratching all hard surfaces.

Recommended for difficult scouring.

Pad holder 5500 Code
WHITE 601
BLUE 11919
YELLOW 11921
RED 11920
GREEN 11918

Polypropylene pad holder. Dimensions : H.75 x L.235 x W.100 mm. With a locking
system to attach pads code 605, 604 and 603. Attach one of the pads to the holder and
you can clean both floors and walls. Available in different colours.

Manual pad holder 5510 Code
WHITE 602
BLUE 11923
YELLOW 11925
RED 11924
GREEN 11922

Polypropylene pad holder, hand model. Dimensions : H.80 x L.235 x W.100 mm. With a
locking system to attach pads Vikan ref. 5523, 5524 et 5525. Attach one of the pads to
the holder and you can clean walls, tables, equipments... Available in different colours.

Soft scouring pad Code
- 605Soft pad, white, suitable for removing greasy dirt on smooth surfaces. Dimensions :

25x115x245 mm. Fits the pad holders ref. Vikan 5500 and 5510.

Medium scouring pad Code
- 604Medium pad, blue, suitable for removing stubborn dirt on tiles and ceramics. Dimensions :

25x115x245 mm. Fits the pad holders ref. Vikan 5500 and 5510.
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Hard scouring pad Code
- 603Hard pad, brown, suitable for cleaning stubborn dirt on textured surfaces. Dimensions :

25x115x245 mm. Fits the pad holders ref. Vikan 5500 and 5510.

Black scouring pad Code
- 657Black scouring pad for difficult cleaning and scouring. Nylon fibres, polymer resin and

specific minerals. Dimensions : 95x158 mm, thickness 26 mm.

Green scouring pad Code
- 656Green scouring pad for normal scouring. Nylon fibres, polymer resin and specific

minerals. Dimensions : 224x158 mm, thickness 8.5 mm.

White scouring pad Code
- 655White scouring pad for delicate surfaces. Polyester fibres, polymer resin and low abrasive

minerals. Dimensions : 224x158 mm, thickness 8.5 mm.

Blue scouring pad Code
- 15973Blue scouring pad for light cleaning on delicate surfaces. Nylon fibres, polymer resin and

non abrasive particles. Dimensions : 102x133 mm, thickness 23 mm.
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White scouring pad roll SB Code
- 20774White scouring pad roll for soft scouring on delicate surfaces. Nylon fibres, synthetic resin

and particles. 40 pre-cut pads. Dimensions : width 200 mm x length 4 meters, thickness
8,5 mm.

Blue scouring pad roll SB Code
- 14983Blue scouring pad roll for delicate surfaces. Nylon fibres, synthetic particles and resin. 40

precut pads. Dimensions : width 200 mm x length 4 meters, thickness 9 mm.

Green scouring pad roll SB Code
- 12898Green scouring pad roll for normal scouring. Nylon fibres, synthetic resin and abrasive

grain. Not recommended for scratch sensitive surfaces. Dimensions : width 158 mm x
length 3 meters, thickness 8.5 mm.

Black scouring pad roll Code
- 661Black scouring pad roll for intensive scouring. Polyester and nylon fibres. Thermosetting

resin. Not recommended for scratch sensitive surfaces. Dimensions : width 140 mm x
length 3 meters, thickness 7 mm.

Green scouring pad roll Code
- 21939Green pad roll for current scouring. Synthetic fibers abrasive particles. Not recommended

for scratch sensitive surfaces. Dimensions : width 135 mm x length 6 meters, thickness
8.5 mm.
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Floor cloth Code
WHITE  663
GREY  662

White honeycomb or grey plain weave floor cloth.

Laundry net Code
- 17369Polyester laundry net. Sliding fastening. Dimensions : 610x914 mm.

30 liter food absorbent Code
- 4583Vegetal food absorbent steamed at 600°C for use in food environments and

multi-purpose. Absorbs in few seconds any liquid : water, oils and hydrocarbons, cutting
oils, vegetal oils, inks, solvents, alcohols, paints, fat products, detergents... Packed in a
30 liter bag.

Plastic dustpan Code
- 8828Dustpan, polypropylene. Dimensions : 310x20x65 mm. Undefined colours (depending on

production).

Metal dustpan Code
- 25082Dustpan, in epoxy metal. Colour : blue. Dimensions : 370x235x75 mm.
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BRUSHWARE
Wall bracket 1017 Code

WHITE 17978
BLUE 17979
YELLOW 17980
RED 17981
GREEN 17982
ORANGE 23207
BLACK 23649

Wall bracket to hang brooms, brushes... Enables to store the cleaning equipment.
Capacity : 1 to 3 products. Dimensions : L.160 x D.80 x H.60 mm. Available in different
colours. Spare clips 1019 available (codes 23201 to 23206).

Wall bracket 1018 Code
WHITE 25091
BLUE 25092
YELLOW 25093
RED 25094
GREEN 25095
ORANGE 23208
BLACK 23209

Wall bracket to hang brooms, brushes... Enables to store the cleaning equipment.
Capacity : 4 to 6 products. Dimensions : L.395 x D.80 x H.60 mm. Available in different
colours. Spare clips 1019 available (codes 23201 to 23206).

Clips 1019 for wall bracket (X4) Code
WHITE X4 23201
BLUE X4 23202
YELLOW X4 23203
RED X4 23439
GREEN X4 23206
ORANGE X4 23205
BLACK X4 23204

Set of 4 rubber clips and 8 pins. For wall brackets 1017 and 1018. Each clip can hold
products with diameters of 25-35 mm. Available in different colours.

Wall bracket HD6 Code
- 10277Anodized aluminum rail and coloured ends. 5 hangers for brushes and handles. Length

515 mm.

Wall bracket HD7 Code
- 9994Anodized aluminum rail and coloured ends. 3 hangers for shovels. Length 515 mm.
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Small hanger for wall bracket HD6 Code
- 9995Wall hanger, small model, for brushes and handles.

Large hanger for wall bracket HD7 Code
- 9996Wall hanger, large model, for shovels.

Wall bracket Code
50CM 3 HANGERS 7290
90CM 5 HANGERS 7291

Polypropylene and rubber hangers for broom or any item between 9 and 35 mm,
stainless steel rail. Available with 3 or 5 hangers.

Wall bracket 0615 Code
WHITE 11057
BLUE 11060
YELLOW 11061
RED 11058
GREEN 11059
BLACK 20679

Universal polypropylene wall bracket, one-piece moulded. Dimensions : 60x170x240 mm.
Available in different colours.

Stainless steel wall bracket 1 or 4 hangers Code
1 HANGER 70113
4 HANGERS 19119

Wall bracket in stainless steel 304L enabling to hang shovels, brooms or brushes. Hanger
length : 45 mm. Available in single-hanger version or in bar of 465 mm with 4 hangers.
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Stainless steel wall bracket 0617 Code
- 20280Wall bracket in stainless steel to hang brooms, brushes... Enables to store the cleaning

equipments. Capacity : 1 to 4 products. Dimensions : L.305 x D.84 x H.57 mm. The
double hook in the middle enables to hang a large shovel with a D-handle.

Duckboard 500x500 Code
WHITE 2097
RED 12051

Industrial duckboard, resistant to acids and bases. Antislip surface. Dimensions :
500x500x50 mm. Available in 2 colours : white or red.

Disinfection mat Code
60X90 5133
180X90 5134

Footbath mat to disinfect soles. The central part must be filled with disinfectant products.
Can be used before entering breedings, food laboratories, coops and all areas requiring
foot disinfection. Recommended in the prevention plan against avian flu pandemic.
Available in two dimensions : 60x90 cm and 180x90 cm.

Disinfection mat with footbath Code
- 21999Mat with footbath for soles and wheels disinfection. To be filled with disinfectants. Can be

used at the entrance of livestock farms, food manufacturing laboratories, poultry houses
and any other area requiring disinfection of the soles or the feet. Dimensions : 60 x 90 x
thickness 2 cm .

Sanitop mat Code
- 12503Industrial mat, anti-fatigue, antislip. Duckboard, nitrile rubber, 4 bevelled edges. Resistant

to greases. Lightweight handling to ease the maintenance. Application : In dry or wet
areas, food industries, dairies, slaughterhouses, fishing industries... Dimensions :
910x1520 mm. Colour : red. 
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Boot-scraper Code
SINGLE BLUE 11402
SINGLE YELLOW 5129
SINGLE RED 5130
SINGLE GREEN 5120
DOUBLE BLUE 11403
DOUBLE YELLOW 5118
DOUBLE GREEN 5117

Modular boot-scraper. Suitable for food industries and all areas especially sensitive to
hygiene rules. Ideal for footbath. The expanded structure allows to easily clean it with
water-shoot. Resistant to agressive disinfectants and at a maximum temperature of 85°C.
Available in 2 dimensions : single boot-scraper or double boot-scraper. Available in
different colours.

Sprayer 600 ml Code
BOTTLE ALONE 600ML 15557
SPRAY ALONE BLUE 15558
SPRAY ALONE YELLOW  15561
SPRAY ALONE RED  15559
SPRAY ALONE GREEN  15560

Sprayer insuring excellent resistance to chemicals. Polyethylene bottle with graduations
containing 600 ml. Spray with adjustable nozzle and 17 cm tube. Available in 4 colours :
blue, red, yellow and green. Bottle and sprays separately sold.

White wash bottle Code
- 23101White wash bottle in low density polyethylene. Interchangeable head. Capacity : 0.5 liters.
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Food safe sprayer 1,5 liters Code
- 20756Sprayer certified food contact (fat products only). High density polyethylene bottle,

polypropylene spray and bottom, austenitic stainless steel spring, VMQ silicon rubber
joints. With pressure relief valve. Capacity : 1.5 liters.

Sprayer 1,5 liters Code
- 11152Polyethylene sprayer fit with resistant FKM (type Viton, special acids) seals. Delivered

with a nozzle adjustable from mist to pin stream and a foaming nozzle. Capacity : 1,5
liters.

5 liter food grade sprayer Code
- 21078Food grade pressure sprayer. Adjustable flow nozzles (brush and conical), safety valve at

3 bars, highly resistant seals, reinforced transparent pipe, aluminum 40 cm lance,
ergonomic two-hands handle, graduated transparent tank. Fit with straps for easy
transport. Capacity : 5 liters.

7 liter acids sprayer Code
- 15795Sprayer ideal for solvent and acid bases, disablings, sulfuric, nitric, hydrochloric and citric

acids. Polypropylene tank, with a cup handle and a tough pump. Safety valve with a
VITON seam, 3 bars. Useful capacity 5 liters and total capacity 7 liters. Translucent tank,
graduated for a precise dosing.
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BOBET MATÉRIEL GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALE
Applicable from first of Mai 2021

ARTICLE 1 - GENERAL - APPLICATION
These general conditions of sale (GCS) apply to products sold in
metropolitan France and overseas by the company Bobet Matériel
(referred to below as ‘Bobet’) to its professional customers and
replace previous conditions of sale. These GCS are, therefore, fully
applicable to exports.
The act of placing of an order or the conclusion of any sale implies
the customer’s full and unreserved acceptance of these GCS to the
exclusion of any other document, which is, on principle,
unenforceable on Bobet.
Bobet reserves the right to refuse to conclude a sale or conclude a
sale under conditions that deviate from these conditions in the event
of a previous payment incident, the insolvency of the customer, a
reduction in the rating given by Bobet’s credit insurer or a demand
that is abnormal or in bad faith.
The fact that Bobet does not, at any given time, rely on any of the
provisions of these GCS cannot be interpreted as a waiver by it from
subsequently relying on any of the said provisions.
ARTICLE 2 - OPENING AN ACCOUNT - CONDITIONS
In order to be able to order a product from Bobet, it opens a customer
account, for which the customer provides a certain amount of information
and official documents (SIRET number, APE [French SIC] code, address,
email address, bank account details). The customer is responsible for the
information that it sends. Failure to provide this information may make the
sale impossible. Any error by the customer resulting in expenditure by
Bobet will involve the customer being invoiced for all of such expenditure
in euros. Bobet will determine the acceptable level of outstanding
customer invoices. The extent of such outstanding amounts may vary over
time depending on the data obtained and may be reduced to €0.
ARTICLE 3 - CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PRODUCTS
The products sold by Bobet are specified in the annual catalogue
published by the latter. They cover the fields of personal protection,
hygiene, brushes, cutlery, tool-making, stainless steel equipment on
catalogue or made to measure, maintenance, etc. More details on the
specificity and quality of these products is contained in the Bobet
catalogue as well as, where applicable, the product sheets provided by
Bobet. The products comply with the current standards. They are intended
to be used in the context of the customer’s professional activity. The
customer must be a professional in the use of the products manufactured
and/or marketed by Bobet and is solely responsible for the choice of
products (properties, function(s), characteristics, dimensions of the
products ordered) and, more generally, the suitability of the product
ordered to its needs and, if applicable, those of its own customers.
The customer must also be aware of the maintenance rules for the
products. If not, the customer must ask Bobet for them.
With regard, in particular, to stainless steel products, Bobet complies with
the highest quality standards for raw materials. The stainless steel used is
generally of class 1.4307 and, on request, 1.4304, which means that it is
nearly impossible for a finished product to be defective.
ARTICLE 4 - ORDERING, EXECUTION AND ACCEPTANCE
Ordering: The customer places an order by email or, as appropriate,
telephone to Bobet or during a visit by the latter’s sales force. The
customer is fully responsible for the information contained in its order. The
customer’s order is binding on the customer. Bobet systematically
produces an order confirmation (OC) which will specify the product, its
price, the dimensions if applicable and the delivery time, which remains
indicative. That document is sent to the customer by email. If any of the
information in the OC differs from any of the information in the customer’s
order (eg, price, delivery time), the OC legally constitutes a counter-offer,
which the customer may accept or refuse. The customer has one month in
which to accept such counter-offer. Such period also constitutes the
period of validity of Bobet’s offer. In the absence of a written response
within such period, the order or counter-offer lapses.
The issuing of an OC without any counter-offer constitutes the definitive
conclusion of the sales contract.
On-the-spot sales: Bobet also sells its products when its sales trucks are
on the road. In such situations, the customer can order and buy the
product immediately and take possession of it at the same time. If the
Bobet truck does not have the product in stock, the Bobet representative
takes the order and it will be for the customer to take possession of the
product and pay for it the next time the Bobet truck comes around.
In relation to ‘made-to-measure’ products: The measurements are in
principle taken by a member of Bobet’s sales force who is fully competent
to do so. The customer may also take the measurements but it will do so
under its own responsibility, as Bobet does not assume any obligation to
verify or correct such measurements. In the latter situation, the quote will
be prepared on the basis of the customer’s measurements.
Bobet will organise the taking of such measurements in the context of
Bobet’s tour schedule. In such situation, there may be some delay
between the request for an appointment and the date of the appointment.
The week and place of the appointment are specified by Bobet by email.
They are firm times and places.
If the customer cancels the appointment before its scheduled date or if the
customer is not present for the appointment, Bobet will reschedule the
appointment to a later date.
Once the measurements have been taken, Bobet sends a quote based on
those measurements. The measurement work is part of Bobet’s know-how
and prior involvement. For this reason, the measurements are not
provided to the customer with the quote so as not to allow the customer to
rely on such work for the benefit of another supplier.
It is for the customer to receive the quote, study it and accept it by signing
it. If accepted, it sends the accepted quote to Bobet by email
accompanied, if applicable, by the requested deposit cheque, which will
be immediately banked.
The receipt of the accepted quote and the deposit cheque (if such a
deposit is requested) is deemed to be a sale and binds both Parties.
Order fulfilment: The delivery time (if the parties have agreed on
deliveries) for standard products is between three and five days from the
date of issue of the OC. This period will be several weeks for specific or
customised products (see quote or OC).
Delays in delivery of a few days do not entitle the customer to any
compensation of any kind whatsoever, unless it can be proven that there
was direct and foreseeable damage linked exclusively to the delay in
delivery. The products are delivered to the place of delivery that was
agreed to by the parties, which is generally stated in the OC. Delivery on
time can take place only if the customer is up to date with its obligations
towards Bobet, whatever their subject matter.
Receipt of the order: The customer must acknowledge receipt of the order
by signing the delivery note. In the event of made-to-measure products,
the customer must install the product itself.

In the event of any damage, missing item or non-conformity with the terms
of the OC or the accepted quote, the customer must state its PRECISE
and undisputable reservations on the delivery note and send a registered
letter with acknowledgement of receipt to any carrier and Bobet within
three (3) days following receipt of the product. The reservations must be
accompanied by the corresponding proof. If these conditions are not
respected, the products will be irrefutably deemed to be in conformity.
Bobet will process the complaint within two weeks of receiving it. In the
absence of a response within this period, the complaint will be deemed to
have been rejected. Bobet informs its customers that each delivery is
strictly monitored in order to exclude all risks of missing items or
non-conformities. Stainless steel products leave Bobet’s warehouses in
perfect condition.
Products that have been the subject of reservations can be returned to
Bobet only in accordance with the latter’s return procedure, after prior
agreement from the customer service department, which will specify its
terms, and the signing of the return form by the customer and the carrier.
Failure to comply with these rules will result in the returned products being
refused.
In the event of agreement on the principle of a return, the products must
be returned by the customer, under its own responsibility, in their original
condition and packaging and as soon as possible, ie, at the latest within
one month of their delivery. In all situations, the customer undertakes to
allow Bobet to access its site in order to verify the non-conformity or
hidden defect. If Bobet confirms the defect in quality and/or conformity, it
will deliver a new product, the defective product being returned to it. The
customer will be invoiced for any damage to the product.
Lastly, it should be noted that no product will be taken back, exchanged or
reimbursed in the event of any change in French or supranational
legislation that makes the product unfit for sale or use. Penalties: Bobet
refuses any principle of penalties.
Special orders: For products that are not included in Bobet’s catalogue or
that Bobet cannot manufacture, Bobet will order the product from its
manufacturer. Consequently, the customer undertakes to take delivery
and pay the price. There can be no returns or items taken back.
ARTICLE 5 - WARRANTY
The customer benefits from a warranty of conformity and against hidden
defects under the conditions defined by law. However, the warranty of
conformity ceases on first use of the product. For made-to-measure
products, the customer is responsible for the place where the product is
installed, the installation of the product itself and any damage suffered by
the product during such installation.
Reminder: the products marketed by Bobet are mainly intended for the
craft and food industries and are, therefore, subject to conditions of use
that can be extreme, which can result in a very short product life.
Conditions of application of the warranty: The warranty covers products
that are correctly maintained according to the recommendations for use
and maintenance specified by Bobet and strictly used for their intended
purpose.
Products with motors are subject to the manufacturer’s warranty.
At Bobet’s sole discretion, the warranty extends to the replacement of all
or part of the product that Bobet acknowledges is defective, with the
exception of worn parts, or by the issuing of a credit note if the product is
not damaged and is returned in its original packaging.
The customer can benefit from this warranty only if the price of the product
has been paid in full. If Bobet needs to go to the customer’s premises and
the product is found not to be defective, the customer may be liable to pay
compensation for the unjustified visit, which will be payable immediately.
Scope: The warranty covers only tangible, consequential and foreseeable
damage relating to a proven defect in the product, excluding
non-consequential, intangible, damage.
In any event, the customer is solely liable for any damage that may be
caused by the behaviour of the product or that the latter may suffer. This
particularly applies to dangerous products (Matador, knives, etc).
Exclusions: The warranty cannot apply specifically to: products that do not
conform to their intended purpose, products that have not been installed in
accordance with the instructions and standard industry practice by a
professional, products that have not been used in a reasonable manner,
products that have been modified by the customer or third parties, etc.
Implementation: Product returns are the subject of a ‘provisional return
note’ until Bobet can assess the reality of the incident presented by the
customer. In such situation, the customer remains the owner of the
products and the risks are temporarily transferred to Bobet.
Whether the product is covered by the warranty depends on the result of
the assessment. If not covered, Bobet will refer the customer to its
after-sales service conditions. It should be noted that after-sales service is
a separate legal operation the conditions of which must be accepted by
the customer.
ARTICLE 6 - PRICES AND PAYMENT
The price of the product is that which applies at the time of the order. It is
exclusive of VAT, ex Champagne. It is free of charge from a minimum
order of €450 excluding VAT. There is no minimum transport fee if
delivered by the sales force.
The price is payable according to the following conditions:
- for all account openings, the price is payable in cash and before delivery.
Bobet requests a pro-forma invoice;
- otherwise and except in the event of a risk that the customer is insolvent
or in the situations referred to in Article 1, the payment period is 30 days
net from the date of invoice;
For an order of more than €10,000 excluding VAT (sales in France), the
customer must pay a part-payment of 30% of the price all taxes included
before delivery of the goods.
Bobet reserves the right to send invoices by email, which the customer
accepts.
Payment means the banking of the sums due and not the provision of the
means of payment. No guarantee retention is allowed. No discount is
granted for early payment.
In the event of non-payment on the agreed date, the customer will owe
late-payment penalties calculated on the basis of a rate equal to three
times the legal interest rate. In addition, the customer will owe an
indemnity relating to the processing of the payment incident of €40
excluding VAT. In addition, the customer will owe a damages and interest
penalty that is equal to 15% of the outstanding price, such penalty being a
minimum of €100. Lastly, Bobet may suspend and/or cancel pending
orders and demand payment of all sums, including those not yet due.
Any deduction is deemed to be a payment incident. Similarly, no set-off
can be carried out between reciprocal debts unless the debt held by the
customer over Bobet has first been accepted in writing by the latter. Under
no circumstances can a dispute allow the customer to suspend payment.
The customer must reimburse all costs incurred by Bobet for the recovery
of unpaid products and the contentious recovery of the sums due,
including lawyers’ and legal officers’ fees. In addition to these costs, the
customer will be liable for a fixed sum of €150 for the contentious
management of the payment default.

ARTICLE 7 - RETENTION OF TITLE, TRANSFER OF RISK AND
OTHER PROVISIONS
THE PRODUCTS SOLD BY BOBET ARE SOLD SUBJECT TO A
RESERVATION OF TITLE, MAKING THE TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP
TO THE CUSTOMER SUBJECT TO FULL PAYMENT OF THE PRICE IN
PRINCIPAL AND ACCESSORIES, INCLUDING IN THE EVENT OF
CREDITOR PROCEEDINGS AGAINST THE CUSTOMER.
Nevertheless, the risks relating to a product, ie, the damage that it may
cause to goods or personal injury to persons or the damage that it may
suffer, are transferred to the customer when the customer takes
possession of it.
If the customer has resold the product before full payment of the purchase
price, regardless of whether or not the customer is subject to creditor
proceedings or any company voluntary arrangement, the customer
acknowledges that the debt owed to Bobet for the price of the product will
be applied to the price paid or to be paid by the subsequent purchaser of
the product. In such situation, the customer expressly authorises Bobet to
claim and obtain the price of the product from the subsequent purchaser
and the customer is prohibited from at the same time claiming the
payment of such price from the latter.
In the event of late payment of all or part of the price of more than 30 days
in relation to the initially agreed payment date, Bobet may take back the
product sold by any means, at its convenience and at the expense and
risk of the customer, which the latter expressly accepts. Bobet will take a
minimum of precautions when taking back the product. Nevertheless, if
the taking-back operation damages the structure or the item to which the
product is linked, the customer is prohibited from bringing any liability
claims against Bobet and guarantees the acceptance of this principle by
its own customer.
ARTICLE 8 - INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Bobet’s trademarks, patents, designs, models and copyrights are its
exclusive property and a sale does not constitute a licence to use any of
these rights. The plans and research carried out by Bobet for the
production of its products are at all times its property and are the subject
of an intellectual property and/or an industrial property right that the
customer undertakes not to infringe. Lastly, the customer is prohibited
from removing, modifying and/or adding any distinctive signs to the
products.
ARTICLE 9 - FORCE MAJEURE AND OTHER CIRCUMSTANCES
If a force majeure event occurs, Bobet can, at its discretion, suspend the
performance of all or part of its obligations or simply terminate any
pending contract or contracts without the customer being able to claim any
compensation. A force majeure event is any unforeseeable, unavoidable
or external event, these three characteristics being alternative, and, more
generally, any event recognised as such by the law or the case law.
ARTICLE 10 - REFERENCES
Unless the customer decides otherwise by registered letter with
acknowledgement of receipt, the latter expressly authorises Bobet to refer
to its status as a customer of Bobet, in particular in its commercial and
promotional documents or in the context of a response to a call for
tenders.
ARTICLE 11 - PERSONAL DATA
For the purposes of managing orders and the monitoring of the contractual
relationship, Bobet processes the personal data of individuals who are its
contacts, whether customer employees, prospect managers and contacts.
Such processing is carried out on the basis of the application of these
GCS and compliance with Bobet’s legal obligations (in particular in tax
matters). No personal data will be transferred outside the European Union.
Any subcontractors used by Bobet to process the personal data of its
customer contacts (eg, a carrier, IT service provider, etc) will not transfer
the data to a country outside the European Union. The data may be sent
to the authorities (DGCCRF [Department of Competition, Consumers and
Repression of Fraud], CNIL [National Data Protection Commission], tax
authorities, etc) or a court in the event of proceedings.
The customer undertakes to inform Bobet of any updates to the personal
data of the persons and/or employees concerned and personally inform
each of those persons of the provisions of this clause. The persons
concerned have the right to access, modify, limit and oppose the
processing of their personal data by sending an email to the following
address rgpd@bobet-materiel.com.
The persons concerned have the right to lodge a complaint about the
processing of their personal data by Bobet with the CNIL. Any person
whose personal data is collected can define general or specific
instructions on the retention, deletion and communication of their personal
data after their death. The specific instructions can be registered with the
data controller and general instructions can be registered with a
CNIL-certified, trusted, digital third party. General or specific instructions
can be modified or deleted at any time.
Bobet undertakes to implement appropriate technical measures to
guarantee the security and confidentiality of personal data. Bobet
undertakes to keep the personal data of its customers’ and prospects’
contacts for a period not exceeding that necessary to achieve the
purposes for which they were collected or processed and, in any event, for
a maximum period of 3 (three) years from the last order of products by the
customer or the last contact with the prospect. Personal data can,
nevertheless, be kept for a longer period of time in order to comply with
Bobet’s legal obligations, in particular tax obligations.

ARTICLE 12 - APPLICABLE LAW - ATTRIBUTION OF JURISDICTION
All sales concluded by Bobet are exclusively subject to French law,
excluding application of the Vienna Convention. The Parties exclude
the application of Art. 1195 of the Civil Code on unforeseen
circumstances and Arts. 1219, 1220 of the Civil Code.
The Le Mans Tribunal de Commerce [Commercial Court] has sole
jurisdiction in the event of any dispute that relates to the formation,
performance or termination of contracts concluded by Bobet with its
customers, even in the event of international sales, summary
proceedings, incidental applications, multiple defendants or calls on
guarantees, notwithstanding any clause to the contrary in the
customer’s commercial or contractual documents.
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